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We extend work of the first author on the uniqueness of ancient �–solutions to higher
dimensions. In dimensions n � 4, an ancient �–solution is a nonflat, complete,
ancient solution of the Ricci flow that is uniformly PIC and weakly PIC2, has
bounded curvature and is �–noncollapsed. We show that the only noncompact ancient
�–solutions up to isometry are a family of shrinking cylinders, a quotient thereof, or
the Bryant soliton.
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1 Introduction

Recently, there have been significant developments in the understanding of singu-
larity models of the Ricci flow in dimension three. By work of Hamilton [22] and
Perelman [31], we have known for some time that singularities of the Ricci flow
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154 Simon Brendle and Keaton Naff

in dimension three are modeled on ancient �–solutions. An ancient �–solution is a
complete, nonflat, �–noncollapsed, ancient solution of Ricci flow which has bounded,
nonnegative curvature. Perelman gave a very good qualitative description of these
singularity models. In the noncompact setting, Perelman proved that an ancient �–
solution must either be a quotient of a family of shrinking round cylinders or have
the structure of a tube attached to a positively curved cap. Perelman conjectured the
latter solution must be isometric to the rotationally symmetric Bryant soliton. The first
step toward proving this conjecture was accomplished in [9], where the first author
proved that the Bryant soliton is the unique noncompact, nonflat, �–noncollapsed,
steady gradient Ricci soliton in dimension three. The proof of Perelman’s conjecture
in its full generality was recently completed by the first author in [13].

In the compact setting, there is a related conjecture that an ancient �–solution must either
be a quotient of a family of shrinking round spheres or be isometric to a so-called ancient
oval, constructed by Perelman in [32]. At very negative times, an ancient oval looks
approximately like two Bryant solitons which have been cut along a cross-sectional
sphere far from the tip and glued together to form a compact solution. The proof of
uniqueness in the compact setting presents several unique challenges not present in
the proof in the noncompact setting. In particular, the ancient oval is not a self-similar
solution of the Ricci flow and requires a careful analysis of its asymptotics for lack of
a closed-form description of the solution. These challenges have been addressed in a
pair of papers by Angenent, Daskalopoulos, Sesum and the first author [2; 16]. By the
combination of [13; 16], we now know that, up to isometries and quotients, the only
ancient �–solutions in dimension three are the shrinking round sphere, the shrinking
round cylinder, the ancient oval solution and the steady Bryant soliton.

The classification in dimension three is special. The only singularities of the Ricci flow
that occur in dimension three are spherical singularities (modeled on S3), neck-pinch
singularities (modeled on S2 �R) and degenerate neck-pinch singularities (modeled
on the Bryant soliton). For the purpose of performing surgery, it is important that
the noncompact singularity models have a compact cross-section modeled on S2. In
this sense, through dimension reduction, the simple classification of �–solutions in
dimension three is in part due to the even simpler classification in dimension two: the
only ancient �–solution in dimension two is the shrinking round sphere (and its quotient).

Now let us turn our attention to higher dimensions n � 4. In dimension four, the
class of singularity models is not as simple. For example, a singularity of the flow
might be modeled upon the product of a three-dimensional Bryant soliton with a
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line or a bubble-sheet cylinder S2 �R2. In general, singularities modeled on these
ancient solutions will occur, unless one imposes a preserved curvature condition on
the initial data to rule them out. In his fundamental work [23], Hamilton showed
that positive isotropic curvature (PIC) is the right curvature assumption on the initial
metric that allows only spherical, neck-pinch and degenerate neck-pinch singularities
to occur. The PIC condition was introduced earlier by Micallef and Moore in [28].
In particular, Hamilton developed an analogue of the very important Hamilton–Ivey
pinching condition for initial data that is PIC in dimension four. By combining the
work of Perelman and Hamilton, Chen and Zhu in [18] showed singularity models for
Ricci flows of PIC initial data in dimension four have the same qualitative description
as singularity models in dimension three.

There is a conjecture that a similar singularity phenomenon holds in all dimensions n�4

when the initial data is PIC. The first author confirmed this conjecture in dimensions
n�12 in [12]. A key new ingredient in [12] is a pinching result for PIC initial data when
n� 12. The result shows that singularity models for PIC initial data must be uniformly
PIC and weakly PIC2. See Section 2 for the definitions. It is expected that there
should be a similar pinching estimate for the missing dimensions 5� n� 11. In any
case, together with Perelman’s noncollapsing result, one concludes that an appropriate
definition of an ancient �–solution in the PIC setting for n� 4 is the following:

Definition 1.1 Suppose n � 4. An n–dimensional ancient �–solution is an ancient,
complete, nonflat solution of the Ricci flow that is uniformly PIC and weakly PIC2,
has bounded curvature and is �–noncollapsed on all scales.

The purpose of this work is to confirm that the main uniqueness result of [13] holds
in higher dimensions for �–solutions in the sense above. The proof of the conjecture
in [13] is accomplished in two parts. In the first part, the first author proves the Bryant
soliton is unique among the class of rotationally symmetric metrics.

Theorem 1.2 [13] Assume that .M;g.t// is a three-dimensional ancient �–solution
which is noncompact and has positive sectional curvature. If .M;g.t// is rotationally
symmetric , then .M;g.t// is isometric to the Bryant soliton up to scaling.

This part of [13] has recently been extended to higher dimensions by Li and Zhang [27].

Corollary 1.3 [27] Assume n� 4 and that .M;g.t// is an n–dimensional ancient �–
solution which is noncompact and strictly PIC2. If .M;g.t// is rotationally symmetric ,
then .M;g.t// is isometric to the Bryant soliton up to scaling.
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156 Simon Brendle and Keaton Naff

Technically, these authors proved the theorem above under the assumption that the �–
solution has positive curvature operator. In the rotationally symmetric setting, however,
a curvature operator that is PIC2 is automatically positive, so their result clearly implies
uniqueness under the weaker assumption (see Lemma 2.3).

In the second part of [13], the first author proves the �–solution must be rotationally
symmetric.

Theorem 1.4 [13] Assume that .M;g.t// is a three-dimensional ancient �–solution
which is noncompact and has positive sectional curvature. Then .M;g.t// is rotation-
ally symmetric.

Extending this theorem to higher dimensions is the main result of this paper:

Theorem 1.5 Assume n�4 and that .M;g.t// is an n–dimensional ancient �–solution
which is noncompact and strictly PIC2. Then .M;g.t// is rotationally symmetric.

Dropping the strictly PIC2 assumption and combining the theorems above, we draw
the following corollary:

Corollary 1.6 Assume n � 4 and that .M;g.t// is an n–dimensional ancient �–
solution which is noncompact. Then .M;g.t// is isometric to either a family of
shrinking cylinders , a quotient thereof or the Bryant soliton.

The proof of Theorem 1.4 is rather robust and much of it extends to higher dimensions
without change or with minor modifications. We have tried to follow the proof in [13]
closely so that readers already familiar with this work will recognize the arguments
here. For the convenience of this reader, we have enumerated in Section 2 some of
the minor differences between the setting in dimension three and the setting here. For
readability and rigor, we have opted to include full proofs of the important results
in [13]. Namely, we include the spectral analysis for the parabolic Lichnerowicz
equation on the cylinder, the proof of the neck improvement theorem, and the proof
of the rotational symmetry of the ancient solution. These proofs occupy Sections 3, 4
and 5, respectively. For less significant results, where the proofs in [13] really do only
require notational modification, we have omitted the details.

In the remainder of Section 2, we recall relevant definitions, as well as several of the
preliminary results from [13] that carry over without modification to higher dimensions.
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Many of the results in [13] rely on Perelman’s celebrated structure theorem for non-
compact ancient �–solutions in dimension three. We will need the analogues of this
and some additional results for ancient �–solutions in higher dimensions. These are
included in Appendix A. We will also need a variant of the important Anderson–Chow
estimate for solutions of the parabolic Lichnerowicz equation in higher dimensions.
We will explain this variant in Appendix B. Finally, to serve as a reference for the
reader, we have also included an adaptation of Shi’s interior estimates for tensors (used
often in [13] and here) in Appendix C.

We would like to conclude this introduction by directing the reader to some very
interesting recent results in the mean curvature flow that are related to the results
discussed above. If the second fundamental form of a hypersurface in RnC1 is two-
convex, then the induced metric on the hypersurface has positive isotropic curvature. In
particular, one expects the singularity behavior of the mean curvature flow of two-convex
hypersurfaces to be similar to the singularity behavior of the Ricci flow of metrics
with positive isotropic curvature. Indeed, by work of Angenent, Choi, Daskalopoulos,
Sesum and the first author [3; 4; 14; 15], the only ancient, nonflat, noncollapsed,
uniformly two-convex solutions of the mean curvature flow are the shrinking round
sphere, the shrinking round cylinder, the ancient ovals (constructed by White [33] and
later by Haslhofer and Hershkovits [24]) and the translating bowl soliton. The neck
improvement theorem in [13] and here, as well as the asymptotic analysis of the ancient
oval in the Ricci flow [2] are based on the analogous results established first for the
mean curvature flow.

Acknowledgements This project was supported by the National Science Foundation
under grant DMS-1806190 and by the Simons Foundation.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Definitions

We begin by recalling the notions of uniformly PIC, weakly PIC2 and strictly PIC2.

Definition 2.1 Suppose n�4 and .M;g/ is a Riemannian manifold of dimension n�4.

� We say that .M;g/ is uniformly PIC if there exists a real number ˛ > 0 with
the property that R.'; N'/� ˛jRmjj'j2 for all complex two-vectors of the form
' D .e1C ie2/^ .e3C ie4/, where fe1; e2; e3; e4g is an orthonormal four-frame.
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� We say that .M;g/ is weakly PIC2 if R.'; N'/� 0 for all complex two-vectors of
the form 'D .e1C i�e2/^.e3C i�e4/, where fe1; e2; e3; e4g is an orthonormal
four-frame and �;� 2 Œ0; 1�. If the inequality is always strict, we say that .M;g/

is strictly PIC2.

Remark 2.2 When n�5, the PIC condition implies that jRmj�CR for some universal
constant C, where R denotes the scalar curvature. This is because the PIC condition
implies

(1) Ric� 1
2
Rg for n� 5 (see Lemma A.5 in [12]), and

(2) RicD 0 if and only if RmD 0 for n� 4 (see Proposition 7.3 in [8]).

So, if n � 5, it is equivalent to assume R.'; N'/ � ˛Rj'j2, as is sometimes done,
in the definition of uniformly PIC above. For n D 4, the PIC condition does not
imply the scalar curvature controls the norm of the Riemann tensor. In fact, it is
more natural to phrase Definition 2.1 in dimension four using notation introduced by
Hamilton in [23]. In dimension four, the space of bivectors ƒ2R4 Š so.4/ naturally
decomposes into selfdual and antiselfdual subspaces ƒC˚ƒ�Š so.3/˚so.3/. Under
this decomposition, the curvature operator R Wƒ2!ƒ2 can be expressed as a block
matrix

RD

�
A B

Bt C

�
:

Let a1 � a2 � a3 and c1 � c2 � c3 denote the eigenvalues of the A and C matrices,
respectively. Let 0�b1�b2�b3 denote the eigenvalues of

p
BtB. In four dimensions,

.M 4;g/ is uniformly PIC if and only if there exists a real number ˛ > 0 with the
property that

minfa1C a2; c1C c2g � ˛maxfa3; b3; c3g

everywhere on M.

In [27], the authors use a slightly different definition for �–solutions than Definition 1.1.
Namely, they require the solution have nonnegative curvature operator in place of
the uniformly PIC and weakly PIC2 assumptions. However, if .M;g/ is rotationally
symmetric and strictly PIC2, then it must also have positive curvature operator.

Lemma 2.3 Suppose that n� 4 and .M;g/ is a n–dimensional , rotationally symmet-
ric , complete Riemannian manifold whose curvature operator is strictly PIC2. Then
.M;g/ has positive curvature operator.
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Proof The curvature operator of a rotationally symmetric warped product g D

dz2 C �.z/2gSn�1 is diagonalizable. In particular, the Weyl tensor vanishes and,
algebraically, Rijkl D ıikSjl C ıjlSik � ıilSjk � ıjkSil , where the .0; 2/–tensor S

is the Schouten tensor. The strictly PIC2 condition implies that .M;g/ has positive
sectional curvature, which in the rotationally symmetric case implies the curvature
operator is positive.

2.2 The parabolic Lichnerowicz equation

Recall that, if h is a symmetric .0; 2/–tensor on a Riemannian manifold .M;g/, then
the Lichnerowicz Laplacian �L;g is defined by

.�L;gh/ij D .�h/ij C 2Rijklh
jl
�Ricikhk

j �Ricjkhk
i :

We restate three results from Section 5 of [13] on the parabolic Lichnerowicz equations
that we will use later.

Lemma 2.4 Let g be a Riemannian metric on a manifold M and let V be a vector
field. Define h WD LV .g/ and Z WD div.h/� 1

2
r tr.h/. Note Z D�V CRic.V /. Then

LV .Ric/D�1
2
�L;ghC 1

2
LZ .g/;

where Ric is viewed as a .0; 2/–tensor.

Theorem 2.5 Suppose that g.t/ is a solution to the Ricci flow on a manifold M.
Moreover , suppose that V .t/ is a family of vector fields satisfying

@

@t
V .t/D�g.t/V .t/CRicg.t/.V .t//:

Then the Lie derivative h.t/ WD LV .t/.g.t// satisfies the parabolic Lichnerowicz equa-
tion

@

@t
h.t/D�L;g.t/h.t/:

Proposition 2.6 Suppose that g.t/ is a solution to the Ricci flow on a manifold M.
Moreover , suppose that V .t/ is a family of vector fields satisfying

@

@t
V D�V CRic.V /CQ:

Then
@

@t
jV j ��jV jC jQj:
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The parabolic Lichnerowicz equation is the linearization of the Ricci–DeTurck flow with
respect to an evolving family of metrics. The following definition and two propositions
makes precise what this means:

Definition 2.7 Suppose Ng.t/ and Qg.t/ are smooth families of metrics on a manifold M.
We say Qg.t/ is a solution of the Ricci–DeTurck flow with respect to the evolving metrics
Ng.t/ if

@

@t
Qg.t/D�2 Ric Qg.t/�L�t

. Qg.t//;

where �t WD� Qg.t/; Ng.t/ Id and� Qg.t/; Ng.t/ Id denotes the map Laplacian of Id W.M; Qg.t//!

.M; Ng.t//.

Proposition 2.8 Let Ng.t/ be a smooth family of background metrics on a manifold M.
Suppose g.t/ is a solution to the Ricci flow on M. Assume ˆt solves the harmonic
map heat flow @

@t
ˆt D�g.t/; Ng.t/ˆt with initial condition ˆ0 D Id and , if necessary,

Dirichlet boundary condition ˆt j@M D Id. The family of metrics Qg.t/ defined by the
condition g.t/D ˆ�t Qg.t/ is a solution to the Ricci–DeTurck flow with respect to the
family of background metrics Ng.t/.

Observe that, if Ng.t/ is a solution to the Ricci flow, then Ng.t/ is also a solution to Ricci–
DeTurck flow with respect to the evolving metrics Ng.t/. This follows immediately
because � Ng.t/; Ng.t/ IdD 0 and hence ˆt � Id is a solution of the harmonic map heat
flow.

Proposition 2.9 Let Ng.t/ be a smooth family of background metrics on a manifold M.
Suppose Qgs.t/, s 2 .�"; "/, is smooth family of solutions on M to the Ricci–DeTurck
flow with respect to the family of background metrics Ng.t/. Assume Qg0.t/D Ng.t/ and
let h.t/D d

ds
Qgs.t/

ˇ̌
sD0

and �s;t D� Qgs.t/; Ng.t/ Id. Then

d

ds

�
�2 Ric Qgs.t/�L�s;t

. Qgs.t//
�ˇ̌̌

sD0
D�L; Ng.t/h.t/:

Suppose ˆs;t is a family of evolving diffeomorphisms of M for s 2 .�"; "/ with
ˆ0;t � Id. Let V .t/D d

ds
ˆs;t

ˇ̌
sD0

. Then

d

ds
.� Ng.t/; Ng.t/ˆs;t /

ˇ̌̌
sD0
D� Ng.t/V .t/CRic Ng.t/.V .t//:

2.3 Gluing almost Killing vector fields

In this subsection, we restate the results from Section 7 of [13] for higher dimensions.
The proofs of the these results in dimension three work verbatim in higher dimensions,
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after making notational modifications to the statements and arguments. For this reason,
we will not repeat the proofs here. Throughout this section, C WD C.n/ denotes
a universal constant depending only upon the dimension. We let the metric Ng D
gSn�1Cdz˝dz denote the standard round metric on the cylinder of constant sectional
curvature 1 and thus of radius 1. The value of "0 in the following two results is
determined by contradiction arguments used to prove the results of Section 7 in [13],
as well as Hamilton’s proof of the existence of a canonical CMC foliation once g is
sufficiently close to Ng in [22].

Proposition 2.10 If "0 is sufficiently small , depending only upon the dimension n,
then the following holds. Let g be a Riemannian metric on the cylinder Sn�1�Œ�20; 20�

such that kg� NgkC 10 � "0 and let "� "0. Let Nx be a point on the center slice Sn�1�f0g.
Let † denote the leaf of Hamilton’s CMC foliation with respect to g that passes
through Nx and let � denote its unit normal vector. Suppose that U WD

˚
U .a/ W1�a�

�
n
2

�	
is a family of vector fields with the following properties:

� supBg. Nx;12/

P.n
2/

aD1
jLU .a/.g/j2CjD.LU .a/.g//j2 � "2.

� sup†
P.n

2/
aD1
jhU .a/; �ij2 � "2.

�
P.n

2/
a;bD1

ˇ̌
ıab � areag.†/

�.nC1/=.n�1/
R
†hU

.a/;U .b/id�g

ˇ̌2
� "2.

Suppose that zU WD
˚
zU .a/ W 1 � a �

�
n
2

�	
is a second family of vector fields satisfying

the same three properties above (with U .a/ replaced by zU .a/). Then there exists an�
n
2

�
�
�
n
2

�
matrix ! 2O

��
n
2

��
such that

sup
Bg. Nx;9/

.n
2/X

aD1

ˇ̌̌̌ .n
2/X

bD1

!abU .b/
� zU .a/

ˇ̌̌̌2
� C "2:

Corollary 2.11 Let Ng, g, Nx, U , zU , † and � satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 2.10.
We can find a suitable smooth cutoff function � such that �� 1 on Sn�1 � Œ�20;�1�

and �� 0 on Sn�1 � Œ1; 20� and an
�
n
2

�
�
�
n
2

�
matrix ! 2O

��
n
2

��
with the property that

the vector fields V .a/ WD �
P.n

2/
bD1 !abU .b/C .1� �/ zU .a/ satisfy

.n
2/X

aD1

jLV .a/.g/j2CjD.LV .a/.g//j2 � C "2

in the transition region Sn�1 � Œ�1; 1�.
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Note in particular that the vector fields V .a/ satisfy the better estimate

.n
2/X

aD1

jLV .a/.g/j2CjD.LV .a/.g//j2 � "2

outside of the transition region.

2.4 Differences in higher dimensions and dimension three

For the convenience of the reader already familiar with the proofs in [13], we would
like to give some specific direction of where to look for differences between the proof
in dimension three and the proof here. For the most part, these differences are minor.
The most significant difference is the replacement of the Anderson–Chow estimate, the
last item below.

(1) In Proposition 3.1, there is a nonrotationally symmetric solution of the parabolic
Lichnerowicz equation over the cylinder that (in norm) remains bounded in dimension
three, but grows in higher dimensions. For symmetry to improve along the flow,
the presence of a nonsymmetric growing mode of the linearization could be trouble.
Fortunately, since this solution is still the Lie derivative of the metric along a vector
field, we can remove it by hand in Step 6 of the proof of the neck improvement theorem
(although in higher dimensions the conformal killing vector field � must now be
time-dependent). We discuss the presence of the nondecaying solutions in Remark 3.2.

(2) In dimension three, the Lie algebra structure of rotational vector fields is used
to eliminate the other nondecaying solutions of the parabolic Lichnerowicz equation
over the cylinder in the proof of the neck improvement theorem. To take advantage of
this structure in higher dimensions, we use a simple lemma (Lemma 4.6) to bound the
structure constants. This slightly modifies the vector fields we define in Steps 7 and 10
of the proof of the neck improvement theorem.

(3) The proof of Proposition 5.7 (which corresponds to Proposition 9.7 in [13]) requires
that we verify an “asymptotically cylindrical” condition used to prove the uniqueness
of the Bryant soliton among self-similar solutions in [10] in higher dimensions. We do
this in Proposition A.10. Also, for our results to apply in dimension four, we need to
confirm that the uniformly PIC assumption in Remark 2.2 implies the restricted PIC
condition of [18]. We do this in Proposition A.2.

(4) The Anderson–Chow estimate [1] is an important result that allows one to control
solutions of the parabolic Lichnerowicz equation in dimension three. However this
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estimate is special to three dimensions. In this paper, we use an alternative weighted
version of the estimate which is valid in all dimensions. We give a proof of this in
Proposition B.1. For its application, see Step 3 in the proof of Proposition 5.19.

3 Analysis of the parabolic Lichnerowicz equation on
shrinking cylinders

In this section, we extend the analysis of the parabolic Lichnerowicz equation on the
round cylinder to higher dimensions following Section 6 of [13]. Let .Sn�1�R; Ng.t//

be the standard solution of the Ricci flow on the round cylinder given by

Ng.t/D .�2.n� 2/t/gSn�1 C dz˝ dz

for t < 0. Here gSn�1 is the round metric on Sn�1 with constant sectional curvature 1.
Note that R Ng.t/ � .n� 1/.�2t/�1 and the radius of the neck is .�2.n� 2/t/1=2 at
time t . Let us define

tn WD �
1

2.n� 2/
:

At this time, the scalar curvature of the cylinder is R Ng.tn/ � .n� 1/.n� 2/ and the
radius of the neck is 1, which is a convenient scale for comparing metric balls and
subcylinders. Throughout this section, C always denotes a universal constant depending
only upon the dimension, but which may change from line to line.

Proposition 3.1 Suppose L is a large positive constant. Let h.t/ be a one-parameter
family of symmetric .0; 2/–tensors on the cylinder defined in

˚
jzj � 1

2
L; �1

2
L� t � tn

	
and satisfies the parabolic Lichnerowicz equation

@

@t
h.t/D�L; Ng.t/h.t/:

Assume that jh.t/j Ng.t/ � 1 in the region
˚
jzj � 1

2
L; �1

2
L � t � �1

4
L
	

and that
jh.t/j Ng.t/ �L10 for all

˚
jzj � 1

2
L; �1

4
L� t � tn

	
. On each slice Sn�1 � fzg, we can

decompose h.t/ into a sum

h.t/D !.z; t/gSn�1 C�.z; t/C dz˝ �.z; t/C �.z; t/˝ dzCˇ.z; t/ dz˝ dz;

where !.z; t/ and ˇ.z; t/ are scalar functions on Sn�1, �.z; t/ is a one-form on Sn�1

and �.z; t/ is a tracefree symmetric .0; 2/–tensor on Sn�1. Let x!.z; t/ and Ň.z; t/ be
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the rotationally invariant functions obtained from !.z; t/ and ˇ.z; t/ by averaging over
the slices Sn�1 � fzg; that is ,Z

Sn�1�fzg

.!.z; t/� x!.z; t// dvolSn�1 D

Z
Sn�1�fzg

.ˇ.z; t/� Ň.z; t// dvolSn�1 D 0

for t 2 Œ�1000; tn� and z 2 Œ�1000; 1000�. Then there exists a function  W Sn�1!R

(independent of t and z) that lies in the span of the first spherical harmonics on Sn�1

and

jh.t/�x!.z; t/gSn�1� Ň.z; t/ dz˝dz�.�t/.n�1/=2.n�2/ gSn�1 j Ng.t/�CL�1=2.n�2/

in the region fjzj � 1000; �1000� t � tng.

Proof The parabolic Lichnerowicz equation for h.t/ is equivalent to the system of
equations, for !.z; t/, �.z; t/, �.z; t/ and ˇ.z; t/,

@

@t
!.z; t/D

@2

@z2
!.z; t/C

1

�2.n� 2/t
�Sn�1!.z; t/;

@

@t
�.z; t/D

@2

@z2
�.z; t/C

1

�2.n� 2/t
.�Sn�1�.z; t/� 2.n� 1/�.z; t//;

@

@t
�.z; t/D

@2

@z2
�.z; t/C

1

�2.n� 2/t
.�Sn�1�.z; t/� .n� 2/�.z; t//;

@

@t
ˇ.z; t/D

@2

@z2
ˇ.z; t/C

1

�2.n� 2/t
�Sn�1ˇ.z; t/:

Since jh.t/j Ng.t/ � 1 in the region
˚
jzj � 1

2
L; �1

2
L� t � �1

4
L
	
, we have the estimate

j!.z; t/j

�t
C
j�.z; t/jg

Sn�1

�t
C
j�.z; t/jg

Sn�1

.�t/1=2
Cjˇ.z; t/j � C

in the region
˚
jzj � 1

2
L; �1

2
L � t � �1

4
L
	
. Similarly, since jh.t/j Ng.t/ � L10 in the

region
˚
jzj � 1

2
L; �1

4
L� t � tn

	
, we have the estimate

j!.z; t/j

�t
C
j�.z; t/jg

Sn�1

�t
C
j�.z; t/jg

Sn�1

.�t/1=2
Cjˇ.z; t/j � CL10

in the region
˚
jzj � 1

2
L; �1

4
L � t � tn

	
. Note that .�t/�1 � 2.n� 2/ in this range.

The powers of .�t/ in the first estimate are important and will determine whether
specific modes decay. The method of estimation in [13] is not sensitive to the power
of L in the second estimate. Therefore, as in [13], we may use the coarse estimate
L10 � CL20.�t/�10 to introduce additional factors of .�t/�1 when needed below. In
the following steps, we will decompose each of �.z; t/, �.z; t/, ˇ.z; t/ and !.z; t/ into
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sums over the modes of�Sn�1 acting on traceless symmetric .0; 2/–tensors, one-forms,
and functions, respectively.

Step 1 We begin by analyzing the equation for �.z; t/. In this step, unless otherwise
noted, j � j and h � ; � i denote the norm and inner product with respect to gSn�1 . Let Sj

for j D 1; 2; : : : denote an orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions for the Laplacian acting
on the bundle of tracefree .0; 2/–tensors on Sn�1, so that �Sn�1Sj D ��j Sj . Note
that �j > 0. Indeed, if �Sn�1S D 0, then S must be both parallel and traceless, and
therefore S � 0 in view of the holonomy of Sn�1. Moreover, �j � j 2=.n�1/ as j !1

(see [5, Corollary 2.43]). We assume these eigenfunctions are normalized so thatR
Sn�1 jSj j

2 D 1 for each j. Using the Sobolev estimate supSn�1 jSj j � CkSjkH n�1

and the equation�Sn�1Sj D��j Sj , we can deduce supSn�1 jSj j �C�
.n�1/=2
j �C�n

j .

Let us write
�.z; t/D

1X
jD1

�j .z; t/Sj ;

where
�j .z; t/D

Z
Sn�1

h�.z; t/;Sj i dvolSn�1 :

Note that j�j .z; t/j � C supSn�1 j�.z; t/j. Define

N�j WD
�j C 2

2.n� 2/
:

Then N�j � 1=.n� 2/ > 0, N�j C 1 D .�j C 2.n� 1//=2.n� 2/ and N�j � j 2=.n�1/ as
j !1. The equation for �.z; t/ implies

@

@t
�j .z; t/D

@2

@z2
�j .z; t/�

N�j C 1

�t
�j .z; t/:

Hence the function N�j .z; t/ WD .�t/�N�j�1�j .z; t/ satisfies

@

@t
N�j .z; t/D

@2

@z2
N�j .z; t/:

From our estimates for �.z; t/, we obtain

j N�j .z; t/j D .�t/�N�j
j�j .z; t/j

�t
� C.�t/�N�j

for .z; t/ 2
�
�

1
2
L; 1

2
L
�
�
�
�

1
2
L;�1

4
L
�
, and

j N�j .z; t/j D .�t/�N�j
j�j .z; t/j

�t
� CL20.�t/�N�j�1

for .z; t/2
�
�

1
2
L; 1

2
L
�
�
�
�

1
4
L; tn

�
. Now suppose .z; t/2 Œ�1000; 1000�� Œ�1000; tn�.

Combining these estimates with the representation formula for the solution of the
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one-dimensional heat equation in
�
�

1
4
L; 1

4
L
�
�
�
�

1
4
L; tn

�
(see Appendix C), we

obtain

j N�j .z; t/j � C
�

1
4
L
��N�j
CCL21

Z t

�L=4

e�L2=100.t�s/.t � s/�3=2.�s/�N�j�1 ds:

In the interval
�
�

1
4
L; t

�
, we have

e�L2=200.t�s/.t � s/�3=2
� Ce�L=100L�3=2

� CL�1;

and so

j N�j .z; t/j � C
�

1
4
L
��N�j
CCL20

Z t

�L=4

e�L2=200.t�s/.�s/�N�j�1 ds:

For �j this gives

j�j .z; t/j � C

�
L

4.�t/

��N�j
CCL20

Z t

�L=4

e�L2=200.t�s/
�

s

t

��N�j�1
ds

for .z; t/ 2 Œ�1000; 1000�� Œ�1000; tn�. The first term decays exponentially as j !1.
If we were to naively estimate the exponential in the second term by Ce�L=100 and
then integrate, we could bound the second term by CL20e�L=100= N�j , but this is not
even summable given the growth rate of N�j . We need to be a bit more careful near t to
avoid losing exponential decay. As observed in [13],Z t

�L=4

e�L2=200.t�s/
�

s

t

��N�j�1
ds

D

Z .1C1=
p
N�j /t

�L=4

e�L2=200.t�s/
�

s

t

��N�j�1
dsC

Z t

.1C1=
p
N�j /t

e�L2=200.t�s/
�

s

t

��N�j�1
ds

�C

�
e�L=100

�
1C

1
p
N�j

��N�j
Ce�L2

p
N�j =200.�t/

�
:

Since N�j � j 2=.n�1/, both terms decay exponentially as j !1. In summary,

j�j .z; t/j � C

�
L

4.�t/

��N�j
CCL20e�L=100

�
1C

1
p
N�j

��N�j
CCL20e�L2

p
N�j =200.�t/

for .z; t/ 2 Œ�1000; 1000�� Œ�1000; tn�. Recalling that N�j � �j and N�j � 1=.n�2/, we
sum over all j to obtain

j�.z; t/jg
Sn�1

�

ˇ̌̌̌ 1X
jD1

�j .z; t/Sj

ˇ̌̌̌
� C

1X
jD1

N�n
j j�j .z; t/j � CL�1=.n�2/

in the region fjzj � 1000;�1000� t � tng.
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Step 2 Next we analyze the equation for �.z; t/. In this step, unless otherwise noted,
j � j and h � ; � i denote the norm and inner product with respect to gSn�1 . Let Qj

for j D 1; 2; : : : , denote an orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions for the Laplacian
acting on the bundle of one-forms of Sn�1, so that �Sn�1Qj D ��j Qj . Note, by
Proposition A.1 in [10], �j � 1. As before, after normalizing

R
Sn�1 jQj j

2 D 1, we get
supSn�1 jQj j � C�n

j for each j. Moreover, �j � j 2=.n�1/ as j !1. Let us write

�.z; t/D

1X
jD1

�j .z; t/Qj ;

where
�j .z; t/D

Z
Sn�1

h�.z; t/;Qj i dvolSn�1 :

Note that j�j .z; t/j � C supSn�1 j�.z; t/j. Define

N�j WD
�j

2.n� 2/
:

Then N�j � 1=2.n� 2/ > 0, N�j C
1
2
D .�j C n� 2/=2.n� 2/ and N�j � j 2=.n�1/. The

equation for �.z; t/ implies

@

@t
�j .z; t/D

@2

@z2
�j .z; t/�

N�j C
1
2

�t
�j .z; t/:

Hence the function N�j .z; t/ WD .�t/� N�j�1=2�j .z; t/ satisfies

@

@t
N�j .z; t/D

@2

@z2
N�j .z; t/:

From the estimates for �.z; t/, we obtain

j N�j .z; t/j D .�t/� N�j
j�j .z; t/j

.�t/1=2
� C.�t/� N�j

for .z; t/ 2
�
�

1
2
L; 1

2
L
�
�
�
�

1
2
L;�1

4
L
�
, and

j N�.z; t/j D .�t/� N�j
j�j .z; t/j

.�t/1=2
� CL20.�t/� N�j�1

for .z; t/2
�
�

1
2
L; 1

2
L
�
�
�
�

1
4
L; tn

�
. Now suppose .z; t/2 Œ�1000; 1000�� Œ�1000; tn�.

Using the representation formula for the one-dimensional heat equation in the rectangle�
�

1
4
L; 1

4
L
�
�
�
�

1
4
L; tn

�
, we obtain

j N�j .z; t/j � C
�

1
4
L
�� N�j

CCL21

Z t

�L=4

e�L2=100.t�s/.t � s/�3=2.�s/� N�j�1 ds:
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Repeating the argument from the previous step yields

j�j .z; t/j � C

�
L

4.�t/

�� N�j

CCL20e�L=100.1C . N�j /
�1=2/� N�j

CCL20e�L2
p
N�j =200.�t/

for .z; t/ 2 Œ�1000; 1000�� Œ�1000; tn�. Since N�j � 1=2.n� 2/, summation over all j

gives the estimate

j�.z; t/jg
Sn�1

�

ˇ̌̌̌ 1X
jD1

�j .z; t/Sj

ˇ̌̌̌
� C

1X
jD1

N�n
j j�j .z; t/j � CL�1=2.n�2/

in the region fjzj � 1000;�1000� t � tng.

Step 3 Next we analyze the equation for ˇ.z; t/. Let Yj for j D 0; 1; 2; : : : denote
an orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions for the Laplacian acting on scalar functions
of Sn�1, so that �Sn�1Yj D ��j Yj . Recall that �0 D 0, �1 D �n D n � 1 and
�nC1 D 2n. As before, assuming that

R
Sn�1 Y 2

j D 1, we get supSn�1 jYj j � C�n
j for

each j � 1. Moreover, �j � j 2=.n�1/ as j !1. Let us write

ˇ.z; t/D

1X
jD0

ǰ .z; t/Yj ;

where
ǰ .z; t/D

Z
Sn�1

ˇ.z; t/Yj dvolSn�1 :

Note that j ǰ .z; t/j � C supSn�1 jˇ.z; t/j. In the following, let us restrict our attention
to the case j � 1. Define

N�j WD
�j

2.n� 2/
:

Then N�j � .n� 1/=2.n� 2/ > 0 and N�j � j 2=.n�1/. The equation for ˇ.z; t/ implies

@

@t
ǰ .z; t/D

@2

@z2 ǰ .z; t/�
N�j

�t
ǰ .z; t/:

Hence the function Ňj .z; t/ WD .�t/�
N�j

ǰ .z; t/ satisfies

@

@t
Ň
j .z; t/D

@2

@z2
Ň
j .z; t/:

From our estimates for ˇ.z; t/, we obtain

j Ňj .z; t/j D .�t/�
N�j j ǰ .z; t/j � C.�t/�

N�j
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for .z; t/ 2
�
�

1
2
L; 1

2
L
�
�
�
�

1
2
L;�1

4
L
�
, and

j Ňj .z; t/j D .�t/�
N�j j ǰ .z; t/j � CL20.�t/�

N�j�1

for .z; t/2
�
�

1
2
L; 1

2
L
�
�
�
�

1
4
L; tn

�
. Now suppose .z; t/2 Œ�1000; 1000�� Œ�1000; tn�.

Using the representation formula for the one-dimensional heat equation in the rectangle�
�

1
4
L; 1

4
L
�
�
�
�

1
4
L; tn

�
, we obtain

j Ňj .z; t/j � C
�

1
4
L
��N�j
CCL21

Z t

�L=4

e�L2=100.t�s/.t � s/�3=2.�s/�
N�j�1 ds:

Repeating the argument from Step 1 yields

j ǰ .z; t/j�C

�
L

4.�t/

��N�j

CCL20e�L=100.1C.N�j /
�1=2/�

N�jCCL20e�L2
p
N�j =200.�t/

for .z; t/ 2 Œ�1000; 1000� � Œ�1000; tn�. Since N�j � .n � 1/=2.n � 2/ for j � 1,
summation over all j � 1 gives the estimate

jˇ.z; t/� Ň.z; t/j �

ˇ̌̌̌ 1X
jD1

ǰ .z; t/Sj

ˇ̌̌̌
� C

1X
jD1

N�n
j j ǰ .z; t/j � CL�.n�1/=2.n�2/

in the region fjzj � 1000;�1000� t � tng.

Step 4 Finally, we analyze the equation for !.z; t/. As above, let Yj for j D0; 1; 2; : : :

denote an orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions for the Laplacian acting on scalar
functions of Sn�1, so that �Sn�1Yj D��j Yj . Let us write

!.z; t/D

1X
jD0

!j .z; t/Yj ;

where
!j .z; t/D

Z
Sn�1

!.z; t/Yj dvolSn�1 :

Note that j!j .z; t/j�C supSn�1 j!.z; t/j. Let N�j D�j=2.n� 2/ as in the previous step.
If 1� j �n, then N�j�1D .3�n/=2.n�2/�0. If j �nC1, then N�j�1�2=.n�2/>0.
Since !.z; t/ and ˇ.z; t/ satisfy the same equation, if we let x!j .z; t/D .�t/�

N�j!j .z; t/,
then

@

@t
x!j .z; t/D

@2

@z2
x!j .z; t/:

From our estimates !.z; t/, we obtain

jx!j .z; t/j D .�t/�
N�jC1 j!j .z; t/j

�t
� C.�t/�

N�jC1
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for .z; t/ 2
�
�

1
2
L; 1

2
L
�
�
�
�

1
2
L;�1

4
L
�
, and

jx!j .z; t/j D .�t/�
N�jC1 j!j .z; t/j

�t
� CL20.�t/�

N�j�1

for .z; t/ 2
�
�

1
2
L; 1

2
L
�
�
�
�

1
4
L; tn

�
. Notice the first estimate is not suitable when

1� j � n, since in this case �N�j C 1> 0.

First, we consider the case j � nC 1 so that N�j � 1� 2=.n� 2/. Arguing as we have
before, we obtain

j!j .z; t/j � C

�
L

4.�t/

��N�jC1

CCL20e�L=100.1C .N�j /
�1=2/�

N�j

CCL20e�L2
p
N�j =200.�t/

for .z; t/ 2 Œ�1000; 1000�� Œ�1000; tn�. Summing over j � nC 1, we getˇ̌̌̌ 1X
jDnC1

!j .z; t/Yj

ˇ̌̌̌
� C

1X
jDnC1

�n
j j!j .z; t/j � CL�2=.n�2/:

If j D 1; : : : n, then N�j D .n� 1/=2.n� 2/. In this case, we have estimates

jx!j .z; t/j � C.�t/.n�3/=2.n�2/

for .z; t/ 2
�
�

1
2
L; 1

2
L
�
�
�
�

1
2
L;�1

4
L
�
, and

jx!j .z; t/j � CL20.�t/�.n�1/=2.n�2/�1

for .z; t/ 2
�
�

1
2
L; 1

2
L
�
�
�
�

1
4
L; tn

�
. Note that .n� 3/=2.n� 2/� 1

2
D �1=2.n� 2/

and �.n� 1/=2.n� 2/� 1D �3
2
� 1=2.n� 2/. Thus, by standard interior estimates

for linear parabolic equations, we obtainˇ̌̌
@

@z
x!j .z; t/

ˇ̌̌
� C.�t/�1=2.n�2/

for .z; t/ 2
�
�

1
4
L; 1

4
L
�
�
�
�

1
2
L;�1

4
L
�
, andˇ̌̌

@

@z
x!j .z; t/

ˇ̌̌
� CL20.�t/�3=2

for .z; t/ 2
�
�

1
4
L; 1

4
L
�
�
�
�

1
4
L; tn

�
. Since @

@z
x!j .z; t/ satisfies the one-dimensional

heat equation, we can use the representation formula to obtain the estimateˇ̌̌
@

@z
x!j .z; t/

ˇ̌̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/
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for .z; t/ 2 Œ�2000; 2000�� Œ�2000; tn� and for j D 1; : : : ; n. Using interior estimates
again, we get ˇ̌̌

@

@t
x!j .z; t/

ˇ̌̌
D

ˇ̌̌̌
@2

@z2
x!j .z; t/

ˇ̌̌̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/

for .z; t/ 2 Œ�1000; 1000�� Œ�1000; tn� and for j D 1; : : : ; n. In view of our estimates
for @

@t
x!j .z; t/ and @

@z
x!j .z; t/, it follows that we can find constants qj for j D 1; : : : ; n

such that

jx!j .z; t/� qj j � CL�1=2.n�2/

for .z; t/ 2 Œ�1000; 1000�� Œ�1000; tn�. Hence,

j!j .z; t/� .�t/.n�1/=2.n�2/qj j � CL�1=2.n�2/

for .z; t/ 2 Œ�1000; 1000�� Œ�1000; tn� and j D 1; : : : ; n.

To summarize this step, we conclude thatˇ̌̌̌
!.z; t/� x!.z; t/� .�t/.n�1/=2.n�2/

nX
jD1

qj Yj

ˇ̌̌̌

D

ˇ̌̌̌ 1X
jD1

!j .z; t/Yj � .�t/.n�1/=2.n�2/
nX

jD1

qj Yj

ˇ̌̌̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/

in the region fjzj � 1000;�1000� t � tng.

Conclusion Define  WD
Pn

jD1 qj Yj . Putting the estimates in all the previous steps
together, we have shown that

jh.t/� x!.z; t/gSn�1 � Ň.z; t/ dz˝ dz� .�t/.n�1/=2.n�2/ gSn�1 j Ng.t/

� C j!.z; t/� x!.z; t/� .�t/.n�1/=2.n�2/ jCC j�.z; t/jg
Sn�1
CC j�.z; t/jg

Sn�1

CC jˇ.z; t/� Ň.z; t/j

� CL�1=2.n�2/

in the region fjzj � 1000;�1000� t � tng.

Remark 3.2 Since

jx!.t/gSn�1 j Ng.t/ � 1 and j Ň.t/ dz˝ dzj Ng.t/ � 1;
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these solutions of the parabolic Lichnerowicz equation correspond to rotationally
symmetric sums of nondecaying modes of the operator on the cylinder. Meanwhile,

j.�t/.n�1/=2.n�2/ gSn�1 j Ng.t/ � .�t/�.n�3/=2.n�2/

is actually growing as t increases when n> 3.

The presence of these nondecaying solutions of the parabolic Lichnerowicz equation
can be understood as follows. Recall Ng.t/D .�2.n� 2/t/gSn�1 C dz˝ dz denotes
the standard solution to the Ricci flow on the cylinder for t 2 .�1; 0/. Consider a
large smooth bounded domain �� Sn�1 �R and a large real number �T. Suppose
g.t/ is a smooth solution of the Ricci flow defined on � for t 2 ŒT; tn� which is
very close to the standard metric Ng.t/ on � for t 2 ŒT; tn�. Solve the harmonic map
heat flow @

@t
ˆ.t/D�g.t/; Ng.t/ˆ.t/ on �� .T; tn/ with initial condition ˆT D Id and

boundary condition ˆt j@� D Id for t 2 ŒT; tn�. Note that ˆ.t/ must remain very close
to the identity. Then define Qg.t/ by the identity g.t/D ˆ�t Qg.t/. By Proposition 2.8,
Qg.t/ is a solution of the Ricci–DeTurck flow with respect to the evolving background
metrics Ng.t/. By Proposition 2.9, the difference Qg.t/� Ng.t/ should be very close to
solving the parabolic Lichnerowicz equation on the cylinder.

Now there are two ways the metrics g.t/ may differ from the metrics Ng.t/. Firstly, they
may differ geometrically. This is the case if we pull back the Bryant soliton solution or
the ancient oval solution in their tubular regions to the cylinder. Of course the Bryant
soliton and ancient oval are rotationally symmetric and, in this case, the difference
between Qg.t/ and Ng.t/ gives rise to the rotationally symmetric x!–solution of the
parabolic Lichnerowicz equation. Alternatively, we could let g.t/ be a small translation
of Ng.t/ in time. This would also give rise to the x!–solution. The second possibility is for
g.t/ to differ from Ng.t/ by a diffeomorphism. In this case, you may have g.t/D'� Ng.t/

for some ' close to the identity and soˆt solves @
@t
ˆt D�'� Ng.t/; Ng.t/ˆt or equivalently

@
@t
.ˆt ı'

�1/D� Ng.t/; Ng.t/.ˆt ı'
�1/. It turns out the identity map is not a stable critical

point of the harmonic map heat flow on the cylinder in higher dimensions. By the
second part of Proposition 2.9, the linearization of the map Laplacian on the cylinder is

X 7!
1

�2.n� 2t/
.�Sn�1 C .n� 2//X jSn�1 C

@2

@z2
X:

The vector field @
@z

is clearly in the kernel of this operator. This gives rise to a
perturbation of the family of diffeomorphisms which corresponds to a “stretching” in
the R–factor of the cylinder. In higher dimensions n> 3, the operator �Sn�1C .n�2/
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has one positive eigenvalue, which is n� 3. It turns out the space of eigenvectors for
this eigenvalue is spanned by the gradients of the first spherical harmonics. These
considerations point to why the Ň–solution is steady and the  –solution grows.

4 The neck improvement theorem

Recall that tn D�1=2.n� 2/ and Ng.t/D .�2.n� 2/t/gSn�1 C dz˝ dz.

Definition 4.1 Let .M;g.t// be an n–dimensional solution to the Ricci flow and let
. Nx; Nt/ be a spacetime point with R. Nx; Nt/D .n� 2/.n� 1/r�2. Define

Og.t/D r�2g.r2.t � tn/C Nt/:

Given " > 0, we say that . Nx; Nt/ lies at the center of an evolving "–neck if the rescaled
solution Og.t/ in the parabolic neighborhood B Og.tn/. Nx; "

�1/� Œtn�"
�1; tn� is "–close in

C Œ"�1� to the standard metric Ng.t/ of a family of shrinking cylinders in a corresponding
parabolic neighborhood.

By modeling neck regions on Ng.t/ at time t D tn, we have the desirable property that
metric balls are close to subcylinders. In particular, for the model metric Ng.tn/ and a
point x 2 Sn�1 � f0g,

Sn�1
� Œ�LC 2;L� 2�� B Ng.tn/.x;L/� Sn�1

� Œ�L;L�:

Definition 4.2 (neck symmetry) Let .M;g.t// be an n–dimensional solution to
the Ricci flow and let . Nx; Nt/ be a spacetime point with R. Nx; Nt/ D .n� 1/.n� 2/r�2.
Assume that . Nx; Nt/ lies at the center of an evolving "0–neck for some small positive real
number "0. We say . Nx; Nt/ is "–symmetric if there exists a smooth, time-independent
family of vector fields UD

˚
U .a/ W1�a�

�
n
2

�	
defined on the closed ball Bg.Nt/. Nx; 100r/

with the following properties:

� In Bg.Nt/. Nx; 100r/� ŒNt � 100r2; Nt �, we have the estimate

2X
lD0

.n
2/X

aD1

r2l
ˇ̌
Dl
�
LU .a/.g.t//

�ˇ̌2
� "2:

� If t 2 ŒNt � 100r2; Nt � and � denotes the unit normal vector to Hamilton’s CMC
foliation of the "0–neck at time t , then, in Bg.Nt/. Nx; 100r/, we have the estimate

.n
2/X

aD1

r�2
jhU .a/; �ij2 � "2:
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� If t 2 ŒNt�100r2; Nt � and†�Bg.Nt/. Nx; 100r/ is a leaf of Hamilton’s CMC foliation
of the "0–neck at time t , then

.n
2/X

a;bD1

ˇ̌̌̌
ıab � areag.t/.†/

�.nC1/=.n�1/

Z
†

hU .a/;U .b/
ig.t/ d�g.t/

ˇ̌̌̌2
� "2:

We recall the following lemma from [13]. The proof in higher dimensions using
Definition 4.2 is the same.

Lemma 4.3 If . Nx; Nt/ is a spacetime point that is "–symmetric and . Qx; Qt/ is a point
sufficiently close to . Nx; Nt/, then . Qx; Qt/ is 2"–symmetric.

In the following lemma, we use the gluing result, Corollary 2.11, to construct a family
of vector fields defined on a large metric ball that satisfy slightly weakened versions of
the estimates of Definition 4.2. These estimates hold on an interval of time proportional
to the curvature scale.

Lemma 4.4 If L is sufficiently large (depending upon n) and "0 is sufficiently small
(depending upon n and L), then the following holds. Let .M;g.t// be a solution to
the Ricci flow in dimension n and let .x0; tn/ be a spacetime point that lies at the
center of an evolving "0–neck and satisfies R.x0; tn/D .n� 1/.n� 2/. Assume that
every spacetime point in the parabolic neighborhood Bg.tn/.x0;L/ � Œtn �L; tn/ is
"–symmetric for some positive real number "� "0. Then , for any Nt 2 Œ�L=5n; tn�, we
can find a time-independent family of vector fields U D

˚
U .a/ W 1� a�

�
n
2

�	
defined

on Bg.tn/

�
x0;

127
128

L
�

with the following properties:

� In Bg.tn/

�
x0;

127
128

L
�
� Œ5nNt ; Nt �, we have the estimate

.n
2/X

aD1

jLU .a/.g.t//j2C .�t/
ˇ̌
D
�
LU .a/.g.t//

�ˇ̌2
� C "2:

� If t 2 Œ5nNt ; Nt � and � is the unit normal vector to Hamilton’s CMC foliation of the
"0–neck at time t , then in Bg.tn/

�
x0;

127
128

L
�

we have the estimate

.n
2/X

aD1

.�t/�1
jhU .a/; �ij2 � C "2:
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� If t 2 Œ5nNt ; Nt � and †� Bg.tn/

�
x0;

127
128

L
�

is a leaf of Hamilton’s CMC foliation
of the "0–neck at time t , then

.n
2/X

a;bD1

ˇ̌̌̌
ıab � areag.t/.†/

�.nC1/=.n�1/

Z
†

hU .a/;U .b/
ig.t/ d�g.t/

ˇ̌̌̌2
� C "2:

Moreover , the family of vector fields U is C.L/"0–close to a standard family of
rotational vector fields on the cylinder in the C 2–norm.

Proof The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 8.4 in [13].

In the next lemma, we extend the uniqueness result, Proposition 2.10, to the families
of rotational vector fields constructed in the previous lemma. The result shows such
families of vector fields are unique up to a rotation in O

��
n
2

��
. It follows that, if we

allow our family of vector fields to be time-dependent, then we can construct a family
of vector fields satisfying the estimates in Lemma 4.4 for a large interval of time.

Lemma 4.5 If L is sufficiently large (depending upon n) and "0 is sufficiently small
(depending upon n and L), then the following holds. Let .M;g.t// be a solution to
the Ricci flow in dimension n and let .x0; tn/ be a spacetime point that lies at the
center of an evolving "0–neck and satisfies R.x0; tn/D .n�1/.n�2/. Consider a time
Nt 2 Œ�L; tn� a positive real number " � "0. Suppose that U D

˚
U .a/ W 1 � a �

�
n
2

�	
is a time-independent family of vector fields defined on Bg.tn/

�
x0;

127
128

L
�

with the
following properties:

� In Bg.tn/

�
x0;

127
128

L
�
, we have the estimate

.n
2/X

aD1

jLU .a/.g.Nt//j2C .�Nt/
ˇ̌
D
�
LU .a/.g.Nt//

�ˇ̌2
� "2:

� If � is the unit normal vector to Hamilton’s CMC foliation of the "0–neck at
time Nt , then in Bg.tn/

�
x0;

127
128

L
�

we have the estimate

.n
2/X

aD1

.�Nt/�1
jhU .a/; �ij2 � "2:

� If †� Bg.tn/

�
x0;

127
128

L
�

is a leaf of Hamilton’s CMC foliation of the "0–neck
at time Nt , then

.n
2/X

a;bD1

ˇ̌̌̌
ıab � areag.Nt/.†/

�.nC1/=.n�1/

Z
†

hU .a/;U .b/
ig.Nt/ d�g.Nt/

ˇ̌̌̌2
� "2:
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Moreover , suppose that zU D
˚
zU .a/ W 1� a�

�
n
2

�	
is a second time-independent family

of vector fields defined on Bg.tn/

�
x0;

127
128

L
�

satisfying the same three properties above
(with U .a/ replaced by zU .a/). Then there exists an

�
n
2

�
�
�
n
2

�
matrix ! 2O

��
n
2

��
such

that , in Bg.tn/

�
x0;

31
32

L
�
,

.�Nt/�1

.n
2/X

aD1

ˇ̌̌̌ .n
2/X

bD1

!abU .b/
� zU .a/

ˇ̌̌̌2
g.Nt/

� CL2"2:

Proof The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 8.5 in [13].

Finally, in two steps of the proof of the neck improvement theorem, we will want to
take advantage of the Lie algebra structure of a standard family of rotational vector
fields on a neck. For that, we will use the following lemma:

Lemma 4.6 Let
˚
� .a/ W 1� a�

�
n
2

�	
be any orthonormal basis of the Lie algebra so.n/.

We can find constants
˚
kabc W 1� a; b; c �

�
n
2

�	
with the property that jkabcj � C for

every a, b and c and

� .a/ D

.n
2/X

b;cD1

kabc Œ�
.b/; � .c/�:

Proof Consider the basis of so.n/ given by antisymmetric matrices Eij for 1� i <

j � n which have 1 in the .i; j /–entry and have �1 in the .j ; i/–entry. It is easy to
see that ŒEij ;Ejk � D Eik and ŒEij ;Eik � D �Ejk . Let

˚
Q� .a/ W 1 � a �

�
n
2

�	
be any

ordering of this basis. Then clearly there exist constants Qkabc such that j Qkabcj � 1 and
Q� .a/ D

P.n
2/

b;cD1
Qkabc Œ Q�

.b/; Q� .c/�. For any other basis, we can find an
�
n
2

�
�
�
n
2

�
matrix

! 2 O
��

n
2

��
such that Q� .a/ D

P.n
2/

bD1
!ab�

.b/. Note that, since
P.n

2/
bD1

!ab!cb D ıac ,
we have j!abj � C. Moreover,

� .a/ D

.n
2/X

dD1

!da Q�
.d/
D

.n
2/X

d;e;fD1

!da
Qkdef Œ Q�

.e/; Q� .f /�

D

.n
2/X

b;cD1

� .n
2/X

d;e;fD1

!da!eb!fc
Qkdef

�
Œ� .b/; � .c/�:

Thus we can take

kabc WD

.n
2/X

d;e;fD1

!da!eb!fc
Qkdef :
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The following is the main result of this section:

Theorem 4.7 (neck improvement theorem) There exists a large constant L (depend-
ing only upon n) and a small constant "1 (depending only upon L and n) with the
following property. Let .M;g.t// be a solution of the Ricci flow in dimension n and let
.x0; t0/ be a spacetime point that lies at the center of an evolving "1–neck and satisfies
R.x0; t0/ D .n� 1/.n� 2/r�2. Moreover , suppose that every point in the parabolic
neighborhood Bg.t0/.x0;Lr/ � Œt0 �Lr2; t0/ is "–symmetric , where " � "1. Then
.x0; t0/ is 1

2
"–symmetric.

Proof After a translation in time and a parabolic rescaling, we may assume that
t0 D tn and R.x0; tn/ D .n� 1/.n� 2/. Throughout the proof we will assume that
L is sufficiently large and "1 is sufficiently small depending upon L. Recall that we
have a height function z WBg.tn/.x0; "

�1
1
/!R, which we assume is normalized so that

z.x0/D 0. We will let Ng.t/D .�2.n� 2/t/gSn�1 C dz˝ dz denote evolving metric
on the exact cylinder, as well as its image under pullback to the parabolic neighborhood
Bg.tn/.x0; "

�1
1
/ � Œtn � "

�1
1
; tn�. We have the estimate

P1000
lD0 jD

l. Ng.t/ � g.t//j �

C.L/"1 on the neck region. Here and throughout the proof, the covariant derivative D

and norm j � j are taken with respect to g.t/. However, note that .1�C.L/"1/jD
lT j �

jDlT j Ng.t/ � .1CC.L/"1/jD
lT j for any tensor T and 0� l � 500.

Step 1 Using Lemmasa 4.4 and 4.5
�
in particular, by choosing a suitable time-

dependent element !ab.t/ 2 O
��

n
2

���
, we can construct a time-dependent family of

vector fields U D
˚
U .a/ W 1� a�

�
n
2

�	
defined on Bg.tn/

�
x0;

15
16

L
�
� Œ�L; tn� with the

following properties:

� On Bg.tn/

�
x0;

15
16

L
�

� @
@t

U .a/ D 0 for t 2
�
�L;�1

4
L
�
;ˇ̌

@
@t

U .a/
ˇ̌
� CL.�t/�1=2" for t 2

�
�

1
4
L; tn

�
:

� On Bg.tn/

�
x0;

15
16

L
�
� Œ�L; tn�,

jLU .a/.g.t//jC .�t/1=2
ˇ̌
D
�
LU .a/.g.t//

�ˇ̌
� C ":

Recall that we have the identity

�U .a/
CRic.U .a//D div.LU .a/.g//� 1

2
rtr.LU .a/.g//:

Consequently, the vector fields U .a/ satisfy

j�U .a/
CRic.U .a//j � C

ˇ̌
D
�
LU .a/.g.t//

�ˇ̌
� C.�t/�1=2"

on Bg.tn/

�
x0;

15
16

L
�
� Œ�L; tn�.
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There is a correspondence between orthonormal bases of so.n/ and (time-independent)
families of vector fields Ucyl WD

˚
U
.a/
cyl W 1� a�

�
n
2

�	
defined on the cylinder satisfying

L
U

.a/
cyl
Ng.t/D 0, dz.U

.a/
cyl /D 0 and

area Ng.t/.S
n�1/�.nC1/=.n�1/

Z
Sn�1

hU
.a/
cyl ;U

.b/
cyl i Ng.t/ D ıab:

Our assumptions imply that the family of vector fields U satisfies these three identities
up to errors of bounded by C.L/"1. It follows that we can find a standard family of
rotational vector fields U

.a/
cyl on the standard cylinder such that the vector field U .a/ is

C.L/"1–close in the C 2–norm to the vector field U
.a/
cyl .

Step 2 Let V .a/ be a solution of the PDE

@

@t
V .a/

D�V .a/
CRic.V .a//

in the region
˚
jzj � 7

8
L; �L� t � tn

	
with Dirichlet boundary conditions V .a/DU .a/

on the parabolic boundary
˚
jzj � 7

8
L; t D�L

	
[
˚
jzj D 7

8
L; �L� t � tn

	
. Consider

the difference V .a/�U .a/. In the region
˚
jzj � 7

8
L; �L� t � �1

4
L
	
, we haveˇ̌̌

@

@t
.V .a/

�U .a//��.V .a/
�U .a//CRic.V .a/

�U .a//
ˇ̌̌
D j�U .a/

CRic.U .a//j

� C.�t/�1=2":

In the region
˚
jzj � 7

8
L; �1

4
L� t � tn

	
, we haveˇ̌̌

@

@t
.V .a/

�U .a//��.V .a/
�U .a//CRic.V .a/

�U .a//
ˇ̌̌

�

ˇ̌̌
@

@t
U .a/

ˇ̌̌
Cj�U .a/

CRic.U .a//j

� CL.�t/�1=2":

Hence, by Proposition 2.6,

@

@t
jV .a/

�U .a/
j ��jV .a/

�U .a/
jCC.�t/�1=2"

in the region
˚
jzj � 7

8
L; �L� t � �1

4
L
	

and

@

@t
jV .a/

�U .a/
j ��jV .a/

�U .a/
jCCL.�t/�1=2"

in the region
˚
jzj � 7

8
L; �1

4
L� t � tn

	
. By the maximum principle,

jV .a/
�U .a/

j � CL1=2"
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in the region
˚
jzj � 7

8
L; �L� t � �1

4
L
	

and

jV .a/
�U .a/

j � CL2"

in the region
˚
jzj � 7

8
L; �1

4
L � t � tn

	
. By standard interior estimates for linear

parabolic equations (see Appendix C),

jD.V .a/
�U .a//j � C "

in the region
˚
jzj � 3

4
L; �3

4
L� t � �1

4
L
	

and

jD.V .a/
�U .a//j � CL2"

in the region
˚
jzj � 3

4
L; �1

4
L� t � tn

	
. In particular, in

˚
jzj � 3

4
L; �1

4
L� t � tn

	
the

vector field V .a/ is C.L/"1–close to the vector field U
.a/
cyl in C 1–norm. Consequently,

in the region fjzj � 1000; �1000 � t � tng, the vector fields V .a/ are C.L/"1–close
to the standard rotation vector fields in C 100–norm.

Step 3 We now consider h.a/.t/ WD LV .a/.g.t//. Since V .a/ satisfies the PDE
@
@t

V .a/ D�V .a/CRic.V .a//, by Theorem 2.5 its Lie derivative satisfies

@

@t
h.a/.t/D�L;g.t/h

.a/.t/:

The estimates we have obtained for V .a/�U .a/ imply that

jh.a/j � jLU .a/.g/jCC jD.V .a/
�U .a//j � C "

in the region
˚
jzj � 3

4
L; �3

4
L� t � �1

4
L
	

and

jh.a/j � jLU .a/.g/jCC jD.V .a/
�U .a//j � CL2"

in the region
˚
jzj � 3

4
L; �1

4
L � t � tn

	
. By standard interior estimates for linear

parabolic equations,
100X
lD0

jDlh.a/j � C.L/"

in the region
˚
jzj � 1

2
L; �1

2
L� t � tn

	
.

Step 4 Recall that
P100

lD0 jD
l. Ng.t/�g.t//j � C.L/"1. Let Nh.a/ be the solution of

@

@t
Nh.a/.t/D�L; Ng.t/

Nh.a/.t/:

in the region
˚
jzj � 1

2
L; �1

2
L� t � tn

	
with Dirichlet boundary condition Nh.a/D h.a/

on the parabolic boundary
˚
jzj � 1

2
L; t D�1

2
L
	
[
˚
jzj D 1

2
L; �1

2
L� t � tn

	
. Then

@

@t
. Nh.a/.t/� h.a/.t//��L; Ng.t/. Nh

.a/.t/� h.a/.t//DE.a/.t/;
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where the error term is defined by E.a/.t/ WD�L; Ng.t/h
.a/.t/��L;g.t/h

.a/.t/. SinceP100
lD0 jD

l. Ng.t/�g.t//j � C.L/"1 and
P100

lD0 jD
lh.a/j � C.L/", we have

90X
lD0

jDlE.a/.t/j � C.L/"1"

in the region
˚
jzj � 1

2
L; �1

2
L� t � tn

	
. Hence, by the maximum principle,

j Nh.a/� h.a/j � C.L/"1"

in the region
˚
jzj � 1

2
L; �1

2
L� t � tn

	
. Using the higher-order derivative estimates

for the error, standard interior estimates for linear parabolic equations imply

80X
lD0

jDl. Nh.a/� h.a//j � C.L/"1"

in the region fjzj � 1000; �1000� t � tng.

Step 5 In the next step, we use Proposition 3.1 to analyze Nh.a/. By our estimates
for jh.a/j and our estimate for j Nh.a/� h.a/j in Step 4, we have

j Nh.a/j � C "CC.L/"1"

in the region
˚
jzj � 1

2
L;�1

2
L� t � �1

4
L
	

and

j Nh.a/j � CL2"CC.L/"1"

in the region
˚
jzj � 1

2
L;�1

4
L � t � tn

	
. This implies Nh.a/ satisfies the hypotheses

of Proposition 3.1. It follows that, for each a 2
˚
1; : : : ;

�
n
2

�	
, we can find a function

 .a/ W Sn�1!R (independent of z and t), as well as rotationally invariant functions
x!.a/.z; t/ and Ň.a/.z; t/ (depending only about the height z and time t), with the
following properties:

�  .a/ is in the span of the first spherical harmonics on Sn�1.

� x!.a/.z; t/ and Ň.a/.z; t/ are solutions of the one-dimensional heat equation in
the region

˚
jzj � 1

2
L;�1

4
L� t � tn

	
.

� In the region fjzj � 1000; �1000� t � tng, we have the estimate

j Nh.a/.t/� x!.a/.z; t/gSn�1 � Ň
.a/.z; t/ dz˝ dz� .�t/.n�1/=2.n�2/ .a/gSn�1 j

� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1":
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Since h.a/ and its derivatives are bounded by C.L/", the functions x!.a/, Ň.a/ and  .a/

and their derivatives are bounded by C.L/". Note that

Nh.a/.t/� x!.a/.z; t/gSn�1 � Ň
.a/.z; t/ dz˝ dz� .�t/.n�1/=2.n�2/ .a/gSn�1

solves the parabolic Lichnerowicz equation with respect to Ng.t/ in the region˚
jzj � 1

2
L;�1

4
L� t � tn

	
:

By standard interior estimates for linear parabolic equations, we obtain

80X
lD0

jDl. Nh.a/.t/�x!.a/.z; t/gSn�1� Ň
.a/.z; t/ dz˝dz�.�t/.n�1/=2.n�2/ .a/gSn�1/j

� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

in the region fjzj � 800;�400 � t � tng. Combining this with the last estimate of
Step 4, we obtain

80X
lD0

jDl.h.a/.t/�x!.a/.z; t/gSn�1� Ň
.a/.z; t/ dz˝dz�.�t/.n�1/=2.n�2/ .a/gSn�1/j

� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

in the region fjzj � 800;�400� t � tng.

Step 6 In this step and several following, we modify the vector fields V .a/ to remove
the nondecaying solutions of the parabolic Lichnerowicz from the estimate of the
previous step. We will also need to address the time-dependence of the family of vector
fields.

We first turn our attention to the term k.a/.t/ WD .�t/.n�1/=2.n�2/ .a/gSn�1 . Let us
define a time-dependent vector field on Sn�1 by

�.a/ WD �
1

4.n� 2/
.�t/�.n�3/=2.n�2/

rSn�1 .a/:

As the gradient of a first spherical harmonic, the vector field �.a/ is a conformal killing
vector field on Sn�1. Hence,

L�.a/.gSn�1/D
2

n�1
divSn�1.�.a//gSn�1 D

1

2.n� 2/
.�t/�.n�3/=2.n�2/ .a/gSn�1 :

Consequently, L�.a/. Ng.t//D 2.n� 2/.�t/L�.a/.gSn�1/D k.a/.t/.

We now define a family of vector fields WD
˚
W .a/ W1�a�

�
n
2

�	
by W .a/ WDV .a/��.a/.

The final estimates in Steps 3 and 4 imply
P80

lD0 jD
l .a/j � C.L/" and, in particular,
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P79
lD0 jD

l�.a/j � C.L/". Consequently, in the region fjzj � 1000; �1000 � t � tng,
the vector fields W .a/ are C.L/"1–close to the standard rotation vector fields U

.a/
cyl on

the cylinder in the C 75–norm. Putting the identity

LW .a/.g.t//D h.a/.t/� k.a/.t/�L�.a/.g.t/� Ng.t//

together with the estimates in Step 5, the estimates for �.a/ and the estimates for
g.t/� Ng.t/, we obtain

60X
lD0

jDl.LW .a/.g.t//� x!.a/.z; t/gSn�1 � Ň
.a/.z; t/ dz˝ dz/j

� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

in the region fjzj � 800;�400� t � tng.

We next analyze the time derivative of W .a/. Recalling that �V .a/C Ric.V .a// D

div h.a/� 1
2
r.tr h.a//, we compute

@

@t
W .a/

D
@

@t
V .a/
C
@

@t
�.a/ D div h.a/� 1

2
r.tr h.a//C

n� 3

�2.n� 2/t
�.a/:

Using the Bochner formula, we obtain that

div Ng.t/.k
.a/.t//� 1

2
r Ng.t/.tr Ng.t/k

.a/.t//D� Ng.t/�
.a/
CRic Ng.t/.�

.a//

D
1

�2.n� 2/t
.�Sn�1�.a/CRicSn�1.�.a///

D
n� 3

�2.n� 2/t
�.a/:

We also compute that

div Ng.t/.x!
.a/gSn�1 C Ň

.a/ dz˝ dz/D
@ Ň.a/

@z

@

@z
;

�
1
2
r Ng.t/ tr Ng.t/.x!

.a/gSn�1 C Ň
.a/ dz˝ dz/D�

�
n� 1

�4.n� 2/t

@x!.a/

@z
�

1

2

@ Ň.a/

@z

�
@

@z
:

By our estimates for h and Nh� h, replacing Ng.t/ by g.t/ in these identities introduces
an error bounded by C.L/"1". Therefore, we obtain that

60X
lD0

ˇ̌̌̌
Dl

�
div h.a/�1

2
r.tr h.a//C

n�3

�2.n�2/t
�.a/�

�
1

2

@ Ň.a/

@z
�

n�1

�4.n�2/t

@x!.a/

@z

�
@

@z

�ˇ̌̌̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"
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in the region fjzj � 800;�400� t � tng. Hence,

60X
lD0

ˇ̌̌̌
Dl

�
@

@t
W .a/

�

�
1

2

@ Ň.a/

@z
�

n� 1

�4.n� 2/t

@x!.a/

@z

�
@

@z

�ˇ̌̌̌
�CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

in the region fjzj � 800;�400� t � tng.

Step 7 In this step, we use that the rotationally symmetric solutions x!.a/.z; t/gSn�1

and Ň.a/.z; t/ dz˝ dz vanish identically under Lie derivatives by U
.a/
cyl . Recall that

Ucyl D
˚
U
.a/
cyl W 1� a�

�
n
2

�	
corresponds to some orthonormal basis of so.n/. Thus, by

Lemma 4.6, we can find constants kabc satisfying jkabcj � C and such that U
.a/
cyl DP.n

2/
b;cD1

kabc ŒU
.b/
cyl ;U

.c/
cyl �. We define a family of vector fields X WD

˚
X .a/ W 1�a�

�
n
2

�	
by

X .a/
D

.n
2/X

b;cD1

kabc ŒW
.b/;W .c/�:

By construction, in the region fjzj � 1000;�1000 � t � tng, the vector fields X .a/

agree with the standard rotational vector fields U
.a/
cyl up to errors of order C.L/"1.

Now the vector fields X .a/ satisfy

LX .a/.g.t//D

.n
2/X

b;cD1

kabc

�
LW .b/

�
LW .c/.g.t//

�
�LW .c/

�
LW .b/.g.t//

��
:

Moreover,

LW .b/

�
LW .c/.g.t//

�
�LW .c/

�
LW .b/.g.t//

�
D LW .b/

�
LW .c/.g.t//� x!.c/.z; t/gSn�1 � Ň

.c/.z; t/ dz˝ dz
�

�LW .c/

�
LW .b/.g.t//� x!.b/.z; t/gSn�1 � Ň

.b/.z; t/ dz˝ dz
�

CLW .b/.x!.c/.z; t/gSn�1 C Ň
.c/.z; t/ dz˝ dz/

�LW .c/.x!.b/.z; t/gSn�1 C Ň
.b/.z; t/ dz˝ dz/:

The vector fields W .a/ are C.L/"1–close to the vector fields U
.a/
cyl while the functions

x!.b/ and Ň.b/ (and their derivatives) are bounded by C.L/". In particular, for the third
and fourth terms above, we have the estimate

40X
lD0

ˇ̌
Dl
�
LW .b/.x!.c/.z; t/gSn�1 C Ň

.c/.z; t/ dz˝ dz/
�ˇ̌
� C.L/"1"
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in the region fjzj � 800;�400� t � tng. We estimated the remaining two terms in the
previous step. Since jkabcj � C, we conclude

40X
lD0

ˇ̌
Dl
�
LX .a/.g.t//

�ˇ̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

in the region fjzj � 800;�400� t � tng.

We next consider the time derivative of the vector fields. We have

@

@t
X .a/

D

.n
2/X

b;cD1

kabc

�h
@

@t
W .b/;W .c/

i
C

h
W .b/;

@

@t
W .c/

i�
:

Moreover,h
@

@t
W .b/;W .c/

i
C

h
W .b/;

@

@t
W .c/

i
D

�
@

@t
W .b/

�

�
1

2

@ Ň.b/

@z
�

n� 1

.�4.n� 2/t/

@x!.b/

@z

�
@

@z
;W .c/

�
C

�
W .b/;

@

@t
W .c/

�

�
1

2

@ Ň.c/

@z
�

n� 1

.�4.n� 2/t/

@x!.c/

@z

�
@

@z

�
C

��
1

2

@ Ň.b/

@z
�

n� 1

.�4.n� 2/t/

@x!.b/

@z

�
@

@z
;W .c/

�
C

�
W .b/;

�
1

2

@ Ň.c/

@z
�

n� 1

.�4.n� 2/t/

@x!.c/

@z

�
@

@z

�
:

The third and fourth therms vanish identically if W .a/ is replaced by U
.a/
cyl . Therefore,

40X
lD0

ˇ̌̌̌
Dl

�
W .c/;

�
1

2

@ Ň.b/

@z
�

n� 1

.�4.n� 2/t/

@x!.b/

@z

�
@

@z

�ˇ̌̌̌
� C.L/"1"

in the region fjzj � 800;�400� t � tng. We estimated the remaining two terms in our
expression for @

@t
X .a/ in the previous step. Since again jkabcj � C, we conclude

40X
lD0

ˇ̌̌
Dl
�
@

@t
X .a/

�ˇ̌̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

in the region fjzj � 800;�400� t � tng.

Step 8 We define a family of vector fields Y WD
˚
Y .a/ W 1 � a �

�
n
2

�	
by setting

Y .a/ WD X .a/ at time tn. Since the standard rotational vector fields on the cylinder
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are time-independent, the vector fields Y .a/ agree with the standard rotational vector
fields U

.a/
cyl on the cylinder in the region fjzj � 1000;�1000� t � tng up to errors of

order C.L/"1.

The time derivative estimates in Step 7 imply that

40X
lD0

jDl.Y .a/�X .a//j � CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

in the region fjzj � 800;�400� t � tng. Consequently, as we have seen before, this
implies

30X
lD0

ˇ̌
Dl
�
LY .a/.g.t//

�ˇ̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

in the region fjzj � 800;�400� t � tng.

Step 9 In Steps 1 through 8, we have constructed a family of time-independent vector
fields Y .a/ that satisfy the first criterion of Definition 4.2 needed for .x0; tn/ to be
.CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"/–symmetric. We now turn out attention to the remaining
criteria in Definition 4.2.

Fix a time t 2 Œ�200; tn� and let us write g D g.t/. Let †s denote the leaves of
Hamilton’s CMC foliation of the evolving "1–neck centered on .x0; tn/. This foliation
depends on the time t , but we suppress this dependence from our notation. Let �
denote the unit normal to the foliation †s and, for each s, let v W†s!R denote the
lapse function associate to the foliation. (If our foliation is parametrized by a normal
embedding N W Sn�1 � Œs1; s2�! � with †s D N.Sn�1 � fsg/, then v D

ˇ̌
@N
@s

ˇ̌
and

v�D @N
@s

. If our foliation is expressed as the level sets of a submersion f W�! Œs1; s2�

with †s D f
�1.s/, then v D jrf j�1 and v�1� Drf.) We can assume the foliation is

parametrized so that x0 2†0 and
R
†s
vD 1 for all s. The latter identity and comparison

with an exact cylinder implies that
40X

lD1

jDl.v� area Ng.t/.†s/
�1/j � C.L/"1:

Since †s is a CMC surface for each s, the function v satisfies the Jacobi equation

�†s
vC .jAj2CRic.�; �//v D constant

on †s , where A denotes the second fundamental form of †s in .M;g.t//. As in three
dimensions, the Jacobi operator�†s

C.jAj2CRic.�; �// is a small perturbation of�†s
.
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Hence, for each s, the operator �†s
C .jAj2CRic.�; �// is an invertible operator from

the space
˚
f 2 C 2;1=2.†s/ W

R
†s
f D 0

	
to the space

˚
f 2 C 1=2.†s/ W

R
†s
f v D 0

	
and we have a universal bound for the norm of the inverse of the operator.

We now restrict our attention to leaves †s that are contained in the region fjzj � 700g.
Let us define a function F .a/ W†s!R by F .a/ WD hY .a/; �i. The quantity

�†s
F .a/C .jAj2CRic.�; �//F .a/ DWH .a/

can be expressed in terms of LY .a/.g/ and first derivatives of LY .a/.g/. To see this, let
�� denote the flow of the vector field Y .a/. Then the mean curvature of �� .†s/ with
respect to g is the same as the mean curvature of†s with respect to ��� g. Differentiating
both sides with respect to � and using that †s has constant mean curvature implies the
claim. As a consequence, the estimates for LY .a/.g.t// in Step 8 imply

20X
lD0

jDlH .a/
j � CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

in fjzj � 600g. We define G.a/.s/ WD
R
†s

F .a/ and zF .a/ WD F .a/ �G.a/.s/�. ThenR
†s

zF .a/ D 0 and

�†s
zF .a/C .jAj2CRic.�; �// zF .a/ DH .a/

�

Z
†s

H .a/v

on †s . Using the estimate for H .a/ and the universal bound for the inverse of the
Jacobi operator, we conclude that

P10
lD0 jD

l zF .a/j � CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1" in the
region fjzj � 600g. By our estimates for v, we can equivalently write

10X
lD0

jDl.v�1
hY .a/; �i �G.a/.s//j � CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

in the region fjzj � 600g.

If �s denotes the region bounded by †s and †0, then the divergence theorem gives

G.a/.s/�G.a/.0/D

Z
†s

hY .a/; �i �

Z
†0

hY .a/; �i D

Z
�s

div Y .a/:

Hence, taking the derivative with respect to s, we get

d

ds
G.a/.s/D˙

Z
†s

v div Y .a/:

Since div Y .a/ D 1
2

tr
�
LY .a/.g.t//

�
, our estimates in the previous step imply

jG.a/.s/�G.a/.0/j � CL�1=2.n�2/
CC.L/"1"
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and
10X

lD1

ˇ̌̌̌
d l

dsl
G.a/.s/

ˇ̌̌̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/

CC.L/"1"

for s such that †s intersects the region fjzj � 600g. Putting the previous three estimates
together, noting that G.a/.0/ is constant, we conclude that

10X
lD1

jDl.v�1
hY .a/; �i/j � CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

in the region fjzj � 600g.

Step 10 Finally, as in Step 7, we define a family of vector fields Z WD
˚
Z.a/ W1�a�

�
n
2

�	
by

Z.a/
WD

.n
2/X

b;cD1

kabc ŒY
.b/;Y .c/�;

where the constant coefficients kabc are the same as in Step 7. The vector fields
Z.a/ are time-independent. As before, these vector fields agree with the standard
rotation vector fields U

.a/
cyl on the cylinder up to errors bounded by C.L/"1 in the

region fjzj � 800;�400� t � tng. Since

LZ .a/.g/D

.n
2/X

b;cD1

kabc

�
LY .b/.LY .c/.g//�LY .c/.LY .b/.g//

�
;

our estimates in Step 8 imply

20X
lD0

ˇ̌
Dl
�
LZ .a/.g.t//

�ˇ̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

in the region fjzj � 500;�200� t � tng.

Next, let us show the vector fields Z.a/ are nearly tangent to the foliation. Fix a time
t 2 Œ�200; tn�, write g D g.t/ and let v and � denote the lapse function and the unit
normal vector fields to Hamilton’s CMC foliation of the "1–neck at time t . It follows
from the definition of the lapse function that the vector field T WD v�1� is the gradient
of a function. Thus,

hŒY .b/;Y .c/�;T i D
˝
Y .b/;r.hY .c/;T i/

˛
�
˝
Y .c/;r.hY .b/;T i/

˛
:

The last estimate of Step 9 implies that jr.hY .a/;T i/j � CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

and similarly for higher-order derivatives of this quantity. Since these estimates hold for
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any time t 2 Œ�200; tn� and Z.a/ is a linear combination of such terms (with jkabcj�C ),
we obtain

8X
lD0

jDl.hZ.a/;T i/j � CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

in the region fjzj � 500;�200� t � tng

The .0; 2/–tensor hr�T; � i is the Hessian of a function and hence symmetric. From
this, we obtain that

hr.jT j2/;Z.a/
i D 2hrZ .a/T;T i D 2hrT T;Z.a/

iC 2hT;rT Z.a/
i � 2hrT Z.a/;T i

D 2hr.hZ.a/;T i/;T i � .LZ .a/g/.T;T /:

Similarly,
g.ŒT;Z.a/�; � /D .LZ .a/.g//.T; � /� d.hZ.a/;T i/:

Thus, from our estimates for LZ .a/.g/ and hZ.a/;T i, we obtain

6X
lD0

jDl.hrjT j2;Z.a/
i/j � CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

and
6X

lD0

jDl.ŒT;Z.a/�/j � CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

in the region fjzj � 500;�200� t � tng.

In summary, recalling our estimates for v and the definition of T, we have shown in
this step that

20X
lD0

ˇ̌
Dl
�
LZ .a/.g.t//

�ˇ̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1";

8X
lD0

jDl.hZ.a/; �i/j � CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1";

6X
lD0

jDl.hrv;Z.a/
i/j � CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1";

6X
lD0

jDl.Œ�;Z.a/�/j � CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1";

6X
lD0

jDl.Œv�;Z.a/�/j � CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"
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in the region fjzj � 500;�200 � t � tng. In particular, this shows the family of
vector fields Z satisfies the first two criteria of Definition 4.2 needed for .x0; tn/ to be
.CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"/–symmetric. Additionally, we see that the third estimate
above implies

sup
†

jv� areag.t/.†/
�1
j � CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

for any t 2 Œ�200; tn� and any leaf † of Hamilton’s CMC foliation at time t that is
contained in fjzj � 400g.

Step 11 In the final four steps of the proof, we work to establish the third and
final criterion in Definition 4.2 needed for .x0; tn/ to be .CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"/–
symmetric.

In this step, we use the vector fields Z to deduce estimates for the Ricci curvature and
second fundamental in the region fjzj � 400;�200� t � tng. To that end, let us fix a
point . Nx; Nt/ 2 fjzj � 400;�200� t � tng and let e1; : : : ; en�1 be an orthonormal basis
for the tangent space at Nx of the leaf of Hamilton’s CMC foliation passing through Nx at
time Nt . The family of vector fields Z is close to the standard family of rotational vector
fields Ucyl on the cylinder. It follows that we can find a vector �D .�1; : : : ; �.n

2/
/2R.

n
2/

such that, at the point . Nx; Nt/,

.n
2/X

aD1

�ahZ
.a/; eii D 0

for i 2 f1; : : : ; n� 1g,

.n
2/X

aD1

�ahDe1
Z.a/; e2i D 1;

.n
2/X

aD1

�ahDe1
Z.a/; ej i D

.n
2/X

aD1

�ahDe2
Z.a/; ej i D 0

for j 2 f3; : : : ; n� 1g and

.n
2/X

aD1

�ahDej
Z.a/; eki D 0

for 3� k < j � n� 1. Having specified
�
n
2

�
equations, we have j�j � C.

Using the estimate for hZ.a/; �i in Step 10, the first identity above implies thatˇ̌P.n
2/

aD1 �aZ.a/
ˇ̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"C C.L/"1" at the point . Nx; Nt/. This estimate also
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implies that jhDei
Z.a/; �iChZ.a/;Dei

�ij � CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1" for i 2 f1; 2g.
Putting these estimates together impliesˇ̌̌̌ .n

2/X
aD1

�ahDei
Z.a/; �i

ˇ̌̌̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

for i 2 f1; 2g at the point . Nx; Nt/. Next, using the estimate for LZ .a/.g/ in Step 10, we
obtainˇ̌̌̌ .n

2/X
aD1

�ahDe1
Z.a/; e1i

ˇ̌̌̌
C

ˇ̌̌̌ .n
2/X

aD1

�ahDe2
Z.a/; e2i

ˇ̌̌̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1";

and ˇ̌̌̌ .n
2/X

aD1

�ahDe2
Z.a/; e1iC 1

ˇ̌̌̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1":

We can similarly estimate all other combinations of ej and ek for 3� j � n� 1. The
estimates for LZ .a/.g/ imply that the Ricci tensor satisfies

jLZ .a/ Ricj � CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

for a 2
˚
1; : : : ;

�
n
2

�	
. By a straightforward calculation,

.LZ .a/ Ric/.e1; e2/D .DZ .a/ Ric/.e1; e2/CRic.De1
Z.a/; e2/CRic.e1;De2

Z.a//

D .DZ .a/ Ric/.e1; e2/

C .hDe1
Z.a/; e1iC hDe2

Z.a/; e2i/Ric.e1; e2/

ChDe1
Z.a/; e2iRic.e2; e2/ChDe2

Z.a/; e1iRic.e1; e1/

C

nX
jD3

.hDe1
Z.a/; ej iRic.ej ; e2/ChDe2

Z.a/; ej iRic.e1; ej //

ChDe1
Z.a/; �iRic.�; e2/ChDe2

Z.a/; �iRic.e1; �/:

If we multiply this identity by �a and sum over 1� a�
�
n
2

�
, we conclude that

jRic.e2; e2/�Ric.e1; e1/j � CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

at the point . Nx; Nt/. Since e1 and e2 were arbitrary, we concludeˇ̌̌
Ric.ei ; ej /�

1

n�1
tr†.Ric/ ıij

ˇ̌̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

at the point . Nx; Nt/, where tr†.Ric/D
Pn�1

iD1 Ric.ei ; ei/.
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We obtain an estimate for the second fundamental form in a similar fashion. Let A

denote the second fundamental form to Hamilton’s CMC foliation. We think of A as
a .0; 2/–tensor that vanishes in the normal direction. The estimates in Step 10 imply
jLZ .a/Aj � CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1" for a 2

˚
1; : : : ;

�
n
2

�	
. We again compute that

.LZ .a/A/.e1; e2/D .DZ .a/A/.e1; e2/CA.De1
Z.a/; e2/CA.e1;De2

Z.a//

D .DZ .a/A/.e1; e2/C .hDe1
Z.a/; e1iC hDe2

Z.a/; e2i/A.e1; e2/

ChDe1
Z.a/; e2iA.e2; e2/ChDe2

Z.a/; e1iA.e1; e1/

C

nX
jD3

.hDe1
Z.a/; ej iA.ej ; e2/ChDe2

Z.a/; ej iA.e1; ej //:

If we multiply the identity by �a and sum over 1� a�
�
n
2

�
, we conclude that

jA.e2; e2/�A.e1; e1/j � CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

at the point . Nx; Nt/. Again, since e1 and e2 are arbitrary, we concludeˇ̌̌
A.ei ; ej /�

1

n�1
H ıij

ˇ̌̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

at the point . Nx; Nt/, where H is the mean curvature of Hamilton’s CMC foliation.

Finally, by the estimates in Step 10, if t 2 Œ�200; tn� and †� fjzj � 400g is a leaf of
Hamilton’s CMC foliation at time t , then

inf
�

sup
†

ˇ̌̌
1

n�1
tr†.Ric/� �

ˇ̌̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1":

To summarize, if t 2 Œ�200; tn� and † is a leaf of Hamilton’s CMC foliation that
intersects fjzj � 400g, then

inf
�

sup
†

ˇ̌
.Ric� �g/jT†

ˇ̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1";

and
sup
†

ˇ̌̌̌�
A�

1

n�1
Hg

�ˇ̌̌
T†

ˇ̌̌̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1";

where H denotes the mean curvature of †, which is constant.

Step 12 The estimates established in Step 10 show that, for each time t 2 Œ�200; tn�,
the family of vector fields Z are tangential to Hamilton’s CMC foliation at time t

up to errors of order CL�1=2.n�2/"C C.L/"1". Let x 2 fjzj � 400g and let †x;t

be the leaf of Hamilton’s CMC foliation passing through x at time t . Because the
family of vector fields Z are close to a standard family of rotational vector fields
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on the cylinder, for each x 2 fjzj � 400g, we can find a subset of vector fields
Z.a1/; : : : ;Z.an�1/ 2 Z (here the ai depend upon x, but not upon t) satisfying two
properties. First, jZ.a1/.x/^ � � � ^Z.an�1/.x/j � C�1. This is a uniform lower bound
for the linear independence of the vector fields at x. Second, the spaces Tx†x;t and
spanfZ.a1/.x/; � � � ;Z.an�1/.x/g agree as subspaces of TxM up to errors of order
CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1". Since the family of vector fields Z is time-independent,
this means the spaces Tx†x;t and Tx†x;tn

are .CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"/–close as
subspaces of TxM. We can express both the foliation at time t and the foliation at time tn

as the level sets of suitable functions defined on fjzj � 500g. These remarks imply the
functions must be close in C 1–norm. We conclude that every leaf in of Hamilton’s CMC
foliation at time t which intersects the region fjzj�400g is .CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"/–
close in the C 1–norm to a leaf of Hamilton’s CMC foliation at time tn (as submanifolds
of M ).

Step 13 Again, let us fix a time t 2 Œ�200; tn� and let †s denote Hamilton’s CMC
foliation at time t . Let � and v denote the associated normal vector field and the lapse
function of this foliation. Using our estimates for the second fundamental form in the pre-
vious step, we show the quantity areag.t/.†s/

�.nC1/=.n�1/
R
†s
hZ.a/;Z.b/ig.t/ d�g.t/

is nearly constant as a function of s. Flowing by the vector field v� D @
@s

for time s

moves†s0
into†s0Cs . By standard evolution equations for a flow with velocity v�, we

have d
ds

d�g.t/ DHv d�g.t/ and consequently d
ds

areag.t/.†s/D
R
†s

Hv d�g.t/ DH,
where H denotes the mean curvature of †s with respect to g.t/. Moreover, we can
compute that

d

ds

�Z
†s

hZ.a/;Z.b/
ig.t/ d�g.t/

�
D

Z
†s

HvhZ.a/;Z.b/
ig.t/ d�g.t/C

Z
†s

.Lv�.g//.Z.a/;Z.b// d�g.t/

C

Z
†s

hŒv�;Z.a/�;Z.b/
ig.t/ d�g.t/C

Z
†s

hZ.a/; Œv�;Z.b/�ig.t/ d�g.t/:

Since Lv�.g/D @
@s

g.t/D 2Av, the estimate jA� .1=.n�1//Hgj � CL�1=2.n�2/"C

C.L/"1" impliesˇ̌̌
.Lv�.g//.Z.a/;Z.b//�

2

n�1
H hZ.a/;Z.b/

ig.t/

ˇ̌̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1":

By our estimate for Œv�;Z.a/� established in Step 10,

jhŒv�;Z.a/�;Z.b/
ig.t/jC jhZ

.a/; Œv�;Z.b/�ig.t/j � CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1":
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Plugging these estimates into the identity above, we obtainˇ̌̌̌
d

ds

�Z
†s

hZ.a/;Z.b/
ig.t/ d�g.t/

�
�

nC1

n�1

Z
†s

HvhZ.a/;Z.b/
ig.t/ d�g.t/

ˇ̌̌̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1":

By our estimate for v, this givesˇ̌̌̌
d

ds

�Z
†s

hZ.a/;Z.b/
ig.t/ d�g.t/

�
�
..nC1/=.n�1//H

areag.t/.†s/

Z
†s

hZ.a/;Z.b/
ig.t/ d�g.t/

ˇ̌̌̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1":

Recalling the evolution equation for areag.t/.†s/, we conclude thatˇ̌̌̌
d

ds

�
areag.t/.†s/

�.nC1/=.n�1/

Z
†s

hZ.a/;Z.b/
ig.t/ d�g.t/

�ˇ̌̌̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1":

Step 14 By the estimate of the previous step, we deduce that there exists a symmetric�
n
2

�
�
�
n
2

�
matrix Qab (independent of †) such thatˇ̌̌̌

Qab � areag.tn/.†/
�.nC1/=.n�1/

Z
†

hZ.a/;Z.b/
ig.tn/ d�g.tn/

ˇ̌̌̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

for every leaf † � fjzj � 300g of Hamilton’s CMC foliation at time tn. Since the
family of vector fields Z are close to a standard rotational family of vector fields on the
cylinder, the eigenvalues of the matrix Qab lie in an interval Œ1=C;C � for some fixed
constant C.

By an argument similar to the one given in the previous step, the estimate for the Ricci
tensor established in Step 11 impliesˇ̌̌̌

d

dt

�
areag.t/.†/

�.nC1/=.n�1/

Z
†

hZ.a/;Z.b/
ig.t/ d�g.t/

�ˇ̌̌̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1";

for every leaf †� fjzj � 300g of Hamilton’s CMC foliation at time tn. It follows thatˇ̌̌̌
Qab � areag.t/.†/

�.nC1/=.n�1/

Z
†

hZ.a/;Z.b/
ig.t/ d�g.t/

ˇ̌̌̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

for every leaf †� fjzj � 300g of Hamilton’s CMC foliation at time tn.
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By Step 12, every leaf of Hamilton’s CMC foliation of the "1–neck at time t which
is contained in fjzj � 200g is .CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"/–close in the C 1–norm to a
leaf of Hamilton’s CMC foliation of the "1–neck at time tn. This finally implies thatˇ̌̌̌
Qab � areag.t/.†/

�.nC1/=.n�1/

Z
†

hZ.a/;Z.b/
ig.t/ d�g.t/

ˇ̌̌̌
� CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"

whenever t 2 Œ�200; tn� and †� fjzj � 200g is a leaf of Hamilton’s CMC foliation of
the "1–neck at time t .

The vector fields
P.n

2/
bD1

.Q�1=2/abZ.a/ now satisfy all three conditions of Definition 4.2.
We conclude the point .x0; tn/ is .CL�1=2.n�2/"CC.L/"1"/–symmetric. Hence, if we
first take L sufficiently large and then take "1 sufficiently small (depending upon L),
then .x0; tn/ is 1

2
"–symmetric. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.7.

5 Rotational symmetry of ancient �–solutions

In this section, we give a proof of Theorem 1.5. Throughout this section we assume
n � 4 and .M;g.t// for t 2 .�1; 0� is an n–dimensional ancient �–solution which
is noncompact, ˛–uniformly PIC and strictly PIC2. In this section, unless otherwise
indicated, C always denotes a universal constant, which may depend upon n, � or ˛. For
each t , we denote by Rmax.t/ the supremum of the scalar curvature of .M;g.t//. By the
extension of Hamilton’s Harnack inequality to PIC2 solutions (Theorem A.4), Rmax.t/ is
nondecreasing in t . By the extension of Perelman’s pointwise derivative estimates to �–
solutions in higher dimensions (Theorem A.5), t 7!Rmax.t/

�1 is uniformly Lipschitz
continuous. Let us define rmax.t/ by the identity Rmax.t/ D rmax.t/

�2. For points
x 2 M that lie at the center of a neck, we define the curvature scale rneck.x; t/ by
the identity R.x; t/D .n� 2/.n� 1/rneck.x; t/

�2. This is the scale we have used in
Definitions 4.1 and 4.2. Note that

rmax.t/
2
� rneck.x; t/

2:

We begin by choosing a large constant L and a small constant "1 � ".n/ such that the
gluing results of Section 4 can be applied to any "1–neck and such that the conclusion of
the neck improvement theorem holds. For each spacetime point .x; t/, we let �1.x; t/

denote the smallest eigenvalue of the Ricci tensor at .x; t/.
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Proposition 5.1 Given "1, we can find a small constant � WD �.n; "1/ with the follow-
ing property. Suppose that . Nx; Nt/ is a spacetime point satisfying �1. Nx; Nt/ � �R. Nx; Nt/.
Then . Nx; Nt/ lies at the center of an evolving "1–neck N. Moreover , if x lies outside the
compact domain bounded by the leaf of Hamilton’s CMC foliation passing through Nx
at time Nt , then .x; Nt/ lies at the center of an evolving "1–neck.

Proof As in the proof of Proposition 9.1 in [13], this result only depends upon the
structure results Theorem A.6 and Corollary A.7 (cf Theorem A.2 and Corollary A.3
in [13]) and Lemma A.8, the neck detection lemma. Thus, we can follow the proof of
Proposition 9.1 in [13] verbatim.

For the remainder of this section, let us fix a choice of � such that the proposition above
holds. We now define a notion of "–symmetry for the cap of our manifold, following
Definition 9.2 in [13].

Definition 5.2 (cap symmetry) We will say the flow is "–symmetric at time Nt if
there exists a compact domain D �M and a family of time-independent vector fields
U D

˚
U .a/ W 1� a�

�
n
2

�	
which are defined on an open subset containing D such that

the following statements hold:

� There exists a point x 2 @D such that �1.x; Nt/ < �R. Nx; Nt/.

� For each x 2D, we have �1.x; Nt/ >
1
2
�R.x; Nt/.

� The boundary @D is a leaf of Hamilton’s CMC foliation at time Nt .

� For each x 2M nD, the point .x; Nt/ is "–symmetric in the sense of Definition 4.2.

� In D � ŒNt � rmax.Nt/
2; Nt �, we have the estimate

2X
lD0

.n
2/X

aD1

rmax.Nt/
2l
ˇ̌
Dl
�
LU .a/.g.t//

�ˇ̌2
� "2:

� If †�D is a leaf of Hamilton’s CMC foliation of .M;g.Nt// that has distance
at most 50rneck.@D/ from @D, then

sup
†

.n
2/X

aD1

rmax.Nt/
�2
jhU .a/; �ij2 � "2;

where � is the unit normal vector to † in .M;g.Nt// and rneck.@D/ is defined by
the identity areag.Nt/.@D/D areag

Sn�1
.Sn�1/rneck.@D/

n�1.
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� If †�D is a leaf of Hamilton’s CMC foliation of .M;g.Nt// that has distance
at most 50rneck.@D/ from @D, then

.n
2/X

a;bD1

ˇ̌̌̌
ıab � areag.Nt/.†/

�.nC1/=.n�1/

Z
†

hU .a/;U .b/
ig.Nt/ d�g.Nt/

ˇ̌̌̌2
� "2;

where rneck.@D/ is defined by the identity

areag.Nt/.@D/D areag
Sn�1

.Sn�1/rneck.@D/
n�1:

Remark 5.3 By Proposition 5.1, for each x 2M nD, the point .x; Nt/ lies at the center
of an evolving "1–neck.

Remark 5.4 Since D �
˚
x 2 M W �1.x; Nt/ >

1
2
�R.x; Nt/

	
, Corollary A.7 implies

diamg.Nt/.D/� C rmax.Nt/ and .1=C /Rmax.t/�R.x; t/�Rmax.t/ for all x 2D. Here
C is a positive constant that depends upon � .

Lemma 5.5 Suppose that the flow is "–symmetric at time Nt . If Qt is sufficiently close
to Nt , then the flow is 2"–symmetric at time Nt .

Proof The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 9.5 in [13].

Lemma 5.6 Let us fix a time Nt . Suppose that , for each " > 0, the solution .M;g.Nt// is
"–symmetric. Then .M;g.Nt// is rotationally symmetric.

Proof The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 9.6 in [13].

We now continue with the proof of the main theorem. In the following proposition,
we use the uniqueness of the Bryant soliton in higher dimensions [10] and Hamilton’s
rigidity result for the Harnack inequality (adapted to our setting in [7]) to produce a
sequence of times Otk along which rescalings of the solution converge to the Bryant
soliton.

Proposition 5.7 There exists a sequence of times Otk !�1 and a sequence of points
Opk 2M with the following property. If we define rescaled solutions of the Ricci flow

by
Ogk.t/ WDRmax.Otk/g.Otk C tRmax.Otk/

�1/;

then the solutions .M; Ogk.t/; Opk/ converge (subsequentially) to the Bryant soliton in
the pointed Cheeger–Gromov sense. Moreover , the points Opk converge to the tip of the
Bryant soliton , and R. Opk ; Otk/=Rmax.Otk/! 1 as k!1.
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Proof The proof begins precisely as in the proof of Proposition 9.7 in [13]. The solution
.M;g.t// must be a Type II ancient solution (see Proposition A.9) and therefore, we
can extract a Type II blow-up limit as Hamilton does in Section 16 of [22]. Namely,
we choose points . Opk ; Otk/ 2M � .�k; 0/ with the property that

sup
.x;t/2M�.�k;0/

�
1C

t

k

�
.�t/R.x; t/�

�
1C

1

k

��
1C
Otk

k

�
.�Otk/R. Opk ; Otk/:

The solution is Type II, so Otk!�1 and Rmax.Otk/� .1Ck�1/R. Opk ; Otk/. As in [13], we
can extract a convergent subsequence to obtain a complete eternal solution of the Ricci
flow with scalar curvature bounded by 1 at each point in spacetime. Moreover, there
exists a spacetime point in the limit where the scalar curvature is equal to 1. The limit
is weakly PIC2 and uniformly PIC. Since the solution attains equality in Hamilton’s
Harnack equality, it follows from Proposition 14 in [7] (which generalizes the main result
of Hamilton in [20]) that the limit is a steady gradient Ricci soliton. This soliton must
be asymptotically cylindrically in the sense used in [10]. See Proposition A.10. Hence,
by Theorem 1.2 in [10], the limit must be the rotationally symmetric Bryant soliton.

Corollary 5.8 There exists a sequence N"k! 0 with the following properties. For each
t 2 ŒOtk� N"

�2
k

rmax.Otk/
2; Otk �, we have .1� N"k/Rmax.Otk/�R. Opk ; t/�Rmax.t/�Rmax.Otk/.

Moreover , for each t 2 ŒOtk � N"
�2
k

rmax.Otk/
2; Otk �, the solution .M;g.t// is N"k–symmetric.

Proof The Harnack inequality [7] implies Rmax.t/�Rmax.Otk/. The remaining state-
ments follow from Proposition 5.7 and the structure result Theorem A.6.

From now on, we assume that the ancient solution .M;g.t// is not rotationally sym-
metric. The proof of Theorem 1.5 will be by contradiction. By Theorem A.6 and
Corollary A.7, we can find a sequence of positive real numbers "k with the following
properties:

� "k ! 0.

� "k � 2N"k .

� If a spacetime point .x; t/ satisfies R.x; t/� N"kRmax.t/, then .x; t/ lies at the
center of an evolving "2

k
–neck.

For each k large, we define

tk D infft 2 ŒOtk ; 0� W the flow is not "k–symmetric at time tg:

For abbreviation, let rk D rmax.tk/ D Rmax.tk/
�1=2. By the Harnack inequality,

Rmax.t/� r�2
k

for all t � tk .
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Lemma 5.9 If t 2 ŒOtk � N"
�2
k

rmax.Otk/
2; tk/, then .M;g.t// is "k–symmetric. In

particular , if .x; t/ 2 M � ŒOtk � N"
�2
k

rmax.Otk/
2; tk/ is a spacetime point satisfying

�1.x; t/ <
1
2
�R.x; t/, then the point .x; t/ is "k–symmetric.

Proof By the corollary above and the property N"k �
1
2
"k , .M;g.t// is "k–symmetric

for every t 2 ŒOtk � N"
�2
k

rmax.Otk/
2; Otk �. On the other hand, by definition of tk , .M;g.t//

is "k–symmetric for every t 2 ŒOtk ; Otk/. Consequently, for any t 2 ŒOtk� N"
�2
k

rmax.Otk/
2; tk/,

Definition 5.2 implies that any point x 2M satisfying �1.x; t/ <
1
2
�R.x; t/ must be

"k–symmetric.

Lemma 5.10 The sequence tk satisfies limk!1 tk D�1.

Proof As in the proof of Lemma 9.10 in [13], if lim supk!1 tk >�1, then .M;g.t//

must be rotationally symmetric for all t < lim supk!1 tk and therefore rotationally
symmetric for all t , contradictory to our assumption.

In the next step, we show rescalings of the solution at time tk converge to the Bryant
soliton. This time, we use the classification of rotationally symmetric ancient solutions
in [27] to deduce the result.

Proposition 5.11 There exists a sequence of points pk 2 M with the following
properties. If we define rescaled solutions of the Ricci flow by gk.t/D r�2

k
g.tkC r2

k
t/,

then the solutions .M;gk.t/;pk/ (subsequentially) converge to the Bryant soliton in
the pointed Cheeger–Gromov sense. Moreover , the points pk converge to the tip of the
Bryant soliton , and r2

k
R.pk ; tk/! 1 as k!1.

Proof The proof begins precisely as in the proof of Proposition 9.11 in [13]. Not every
point in M can lie at the center of a neck at time tk . Thus, we can find a sequence
of points qk 2M such that lim infk!1 �1.qk ; tk/=R.qk ; tk/ > 0. By Corollary A.7,
R.qk ; tk/ is comparable to Rmax.tk/. Hence, lim infk!1 r2

k
R.qk ; tk/>0 and therefore

lim infk!1 r2
k
�1.qk ; tk/ > 0. Now, if we rescale the solution by r�1

k
, then, after

passing to a subsequence, the rescaled solutions .M;gk.t/;pk/ converge as k!1 to
a noncompact ancient �–solution .M1;g1.s//. Since lim infk!1 r2

k
�1.qk ; tk/ > 0,

the limit does not split a line and the strong maximum principle implies the limit must
be strictly PIC2. From here, the proof in [13] shows that solution .M1;g1.s// must
be rotationally symmetric. Therefore, by the main result of [27] (see Corollary 1.3),
the limit must be the Bryant soliton. Let p1 2M1 denote the tip of the limiting
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soliton. The sequence of points pk is any sequence of points in M converging to p1.
As in [13], Rg1.0/.p1/D 1, and thus r2

k
R.pk ; tk/! 1 as k!1.

We will use the approximate soliton potential f as a proxy for the distance function.

Corollary 5.12 There exists a sequence of positive real numbers ık ! 0 such that
ık � 2"k for each k and the following statements hold when k is sufficiently large:

� For each t 2 Œtk�ı
�1
k

r2
k
; tk �, we have .1=n/.1�ık/g� r2

k
Ric� .1Cık/.1=n/g

at the point .pk ; t/.

� The scalar curvature satisfies

1

2K
.r�1

k dg.t/.pk ;x/C 1/�1
� r2

k R.x; t/� 2K.r�1
k dg.t/.pk ;x/C 1/�1

for all points .x; t/ 2 Bg.tk/.pk ; ı
�1
k

rk/� Œtk � ı
�1
k

r2
k
; tk �.

� There exists a nonnegative function f WBg.tk/.pk ; ı
�1
k

rk/� Œtk�ı
�1
k

r2
k
; tk �!R

(depending upon k) such that

jRic�D2f j�ıkr�2
k ; j�fCjrf j2�r�2

k j�ıkr�2
k ;

ˇ̌̌
@

@t
fCjrf j2

ˇ̌̌
�ıkr�2

k :

� The function f satisfies

1

2K
.r�1

k dg.t/.pk ;x/C 1/� f .x; t/C 1� 2K.r�1
k dg.t/.pk ;x/C 1/

for all points .x; t/ 2 Bg.tk/.pk ; ı
�1
k

rk/� Œtk � ı
�1
k

r2
k
; tk �.

Here K WDK.n/� 10 is a universal constant.

Proof The proof is analogous to the proof of Corollary 9.12 in [13].

As an immediate corollary of the corollary above, we obtain:

Corollary 5.13 For each t 2 Œtk � ı
�1
k

r2
k
; tk �, we have .1� ı�1

k
/r�2

k
� R.pk ; t/ �

Rmax.t/� r�2
k

.

Lemma 5.14 The time derivative of the distance function satisfies the estimate 0 �

�
d
dt

dg.t/.pk ;x/� 2nr�1
k

for all .x; t/ 2M � Œtk � ı
�1
k

r2
k
; tk �.
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Proof Let x 2 M and let ` D dg.t/.pk ;x/. Let  W Œ0; `� ! M be a minimizing
geodesic between pk and x and let X.s/D  0.s/. Then

d

dt
dg.t/.pk ;x/D�

Z `

0

Ric.X;X / ds:

Now 0 � Ric.X;X / � Rmax.t/ � r�2
k

, by the Harnack inequality. If ` > 2rk , then
Lemma 8.3(b) in [31] implies

0� �
d

dt
dg.t/.pk ;x/� .2.n� 1/C 4

3
/r�1

k � 2nr�1
k :

Otherwise, since Ric.X;X /� r�2
k

, we get

0� �
d

dt
dg.t/.pk ;x/� r�2

k `� 2r�1
k :

Using Theorem A.6 and Corollary 5.13 , we can choose a large positive real number ƒ
depending upon n, L, and "1 with the following properties:

� L
p

4n3K=ƒ� 10�6.

� If . Nx; Nt/2M �Œtk�ı
�1
k

r2
k
; tk � is a spacetime point satisfying dg.Nt/.pk ; Nx/�ƒrk ,

then �1.x; t/ <
1
2
�R.x; t/ for all points

.x; t/ 2 Bg.Nt/. Nx;Lrneck. Nx; Nt//� ŒNt �Lrneck. Nx; Nt/
2; Nt �:

The idea is to first choose "2 small enough depending upon "1 so that the conclusion
of the second condition holds if .x; t/ lies on an evolving "2–neck. Then we choose
ƒ large enough so that every point outside Bg.Nt/.pk ; ƒrk/ lies at the center of an
"2–neck.

The next two results show that points sufficiently far away have improved symmetry.

Lemma 5.15 For k is sufficiently large , if . Nx; Nt/ 2 M � Œtk � ı
�1
k

r2
k
; tk � satisfies

dg.tk/.pk ; Nx/�ƒrk , then . Nx; Nt/ is 1
2
"k–symmetric.

Proof The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 9.15 in [13], except for a small
difference in how we have defined the scale of a neck in higher dimensions. Let us
briefly verify that the proof works here.

If R. Nx; Nt/ � N"kRmax.Nt/, then, as in [13], our choice of "k ensures the point . Nx; Nt/
if 1

2
"k–symmetric. On the other hand, suppose R. Nx; Nt/ � N"kRmax.Nt/. For k large,
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Corollary 5.13 implies R. Nx; Nt/� 1
2
N"kr�2

k
. This means rneck. Nx; Nt/�2.n�1/.n�2/N"�1

k
r2
k

.
The Harnack inequality implies r2

k
� rmax.Otk/

2. Recall ık � 2"k � 4N"k . Thus,

Nt �Lrneck. Nx; Nt/
2
� tk � ı

�1
k r2

k � 2.n� 1/.n� 2/LN"�1
k r2

k

� Otk � ı
�1
k rmax.Otk/

2
� 2.n� 1/.n� 2/LN"�1

k rmax.Otk/
2

� Otk � N"
�2
k rmax.Otk/

2

for k sufficiently large. Consequently, by definition of ƒ and Lemma 5.9, every point
in Bg.Nt/. Nx;Lrneck. Nx; Nt//� ŒNt �Lrneck. Nx; Nt/

2; Nt/ is "k–symmetric. Hence, by the neck
improvement theorem, the point . Nx; Nt/ is 1

2
"k–symmetric.

Proposition 5.16 For k sufficiently large , if . Nx; Nt/ 2M � Œtk �2�jı�1
k

r2
k
; tk � satisfies

2j=400ƒrk � dg.Nt/.pk ; Nx/� .400n3KL/�jı�1
k

rk , then . Nx; Nt/ is 2�j�1"k–symmetric.

Proof The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 9.16 in [13], except for a small
difference in how we have defined the scale of the neck in higher dimensions. Let us
verify that the proof works here.

The previous lemma shows the result holds for j D 0. Assume j � 1 and that the
assertion holds for j � 1. Suppose . Nx; Nt/ 2 M � Œtk � 2�jı�1

k
r2
k
; tk � is such that

2j=400ƒrk � dg.Nt/.pk ; Nx/ � .400n3KL/�jı�1
k

rk . Since �1. Nx; Nt/ <
1
2
�R. Nx; Nt/, the

point . Nx; Nt/ lies at the center of an "1–neck.

By Corollary 5.12,

rneck. Nx; Nt/
2
� 4K.n� 1/.n� 2/rkdg.Nt/.pk ; Nx/� 4Kn2rkdg.Nt/.pk ; Nx/:

Therefore,
Nt �Lrneck. Nx; Nt/

2
� Nt � 4KLn2rkdg.Nt/.pk ; Nx/

� Nt � 4KLn2.400n3KL/�jı�1
k r2

k

� Nt � 2�jı�1
k r2

k

� tk � 2�jC1ı�1
k r2

k :

On the other hand, rneck. Nx; Nt/
2 � 4Kn2rkdg.Nt/.pk ; Nx/ � .4Kn2=ƒ/dg.Nt/.pk ; Nx/

2.
Since L

p
4n3K=ƒ� 10�6, we obtain

rneck. Nx; Nt/� 10�6L�1dg.Nt/.pk ; Nx/:
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Consequently, if x 2 Bg.Nt/. Nx;Lrneck. Nx; Nt//, then

dg.Nt/.pk ;x/� dg.Nt/.pk ; Nx/�Lrneck. Nx; Nt/

� .1� 10�6/dg.Nt/.pk ; Nx/

� .1� 10�6/2j=400ƒrk

� 2.j�1/=400ƒrk :

Now rk� rmax.Nt/� rneck. Nx; Nt/. Combining this with rneck. Nx; Nt/
2�4Kn2rkdg.Nt/.pk ; Nx/,

for any x 2 Bg.Nt/. Nx;Lrneck. Nx; Nt// we obtain

dg.Nt/.pk ;x/C2nLrneck. Nx; Nt/
2r�1

k � dg.Nt/.pk ; Nx/CLrneck. Nx; Nt/C2nLrneck. Nx; Nt/
2r�1

k

� dg.Nt/.pk ; Nx/C.2nC1/Lrneck. Nx; Nt/
2r�1

k

� 400n3KLdg.Nt/.pk ; Nx/

� .400n3KL/�jC1ı�1
k rk :

Since, by Lemma 5.14,

dg.Nt/.pk ;x/� dg.t/.pk ;x/� dg.Nt/.pk ;x/C 2nLrneck. Nx; Nt/
2r�1

k ;

we conclude

2.j�1/=400ƒrk � dg.Nt/.pk ;x/� .400n3KL/�jC1ı�1
k rk

for all .x; t/ 2 Bg.Nt/. Nx;Lrneck. Nx; Nt//� ŒNt �Lrneck. Nx; Nt/
2; Nt �. It follows by the induc-

tion hypothesis and the neck improvement theorem that the point . Nx; Nt/ is 2�j�1"k–
symmetric.

Next we state existence and uniqueness lemmas, analogous to Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5
used in the proof of the neck improvement theorem.

Lemma 5.17 If j is sufficiently large and k is sufficiently large depending upon j,
then the following holds. Given any Nt 2 Œtk � 2j=100r2

k
; tk �, there exist a collection of

time-independent vector fields U D
˚
U .a/ W 1� a�

�
n
2

�	
on Bg.Nt/.pk ; 2

j=400ƒrk/ with
the following properties:

� In Bg.Nt/.pk ; 2
j=400ƒrk/� ŒNt � r2

k
; Nt �, we have the estimate

jLU .a/.g.t//jC rk

ˇ̌
D
�
LU .a/.g.t//

�ˇ̌
� C.r�1

k dg.t/.pk ;x/C 1/�100"k :
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� If t 2 ŒNt � r2
k
; Nt � and � denotes the unit normal to Hamilton’s CMC foliation

of .M;g.t//, then , in Bg.Nt/.pk ; 2
j=400ƒrk/ n Bg.Nt/.pk ; 2ƒrk/, we have the

estimate
r�1
k jhU

.a/; �ij � C.r�1
k dg.t/.pk ;x/C 1/�100"k :

� If t 2 ŒNt � r2
k
; Nt � and † denotes the leaf of Hamilton’s CMC foliation passing

through x 2 Bg.Nt/.pk ; 2
j=400ƒrk/ nBg.Nt/.pk ; 2ƒrk/ at time t , then

.n
2/X

a;bD1

ˇ̌̌̌
ıab � areag.t/.†/

�.nC1/=.n�1/

Z
†

hU .a/;U .b/
ig.t/ d�g.t/

ˇ̌̌̌
� C.r�1

k dg.t/.pk ;x/C 1/�100"k :

Moreover , on the ball Bg.Nt/.pk ; 2
j=400ƒrk/, the vector fields U .a/ are close in the

C 2–norm to a standard family of rotational vector fields on the Bryant soliton.

Proof The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 9.17 in [13].

Lemma 5.18 If j is sufficiently large and k is sufficiently large depending upon
j, then the following holds. Consider a time Nt 2 Œtk � 2j=100r2

k
; tk �. Suppose that

U D
˚
U .a/ W 1 � a �

�
n
2

�	
is a family of time-independent vector fields defined on

Bg.Nt/.pk ; 2
j=400ƒrk/ with the following properties:

� In Bg.Nt/.pk ; 2
j=400ƒrk/, we have the estimate

jLU .a/.g.t//jC rk

ˇ̌
D
�
LU .a/.g.t//

�ˇ̌
� C.r�1

k dg.Nt/.pk ;x/C 1/�100"k :

� If � denotes the unit normal to Hamilton’s CMC foliation of .M;g.Nt//, then in
Bg.Nt/.pk ; 2

j=400ƒrk/ nBg.Nt/.pk ; 4ƒrk/, we have the estimate

r�1
k jhU

.a/; �ij � C.r�1
k dg.Nt/.pk ;x/C 1/�100"k :

� If † denotes the leaf of Hamilton’s CMC foliation passing through

x 2 Bg.Nt/.pk ; 2
j=400ƒrk/ nBg.Nt/.pk ; 4ƒrk/

at time Nt , then

.n
2/X

a;bD1

ˇ̌̌̌
ıab � areag.Nt/.†/

�.nC1/=.n�1/

Z
†

hU .a/;U .b/
ig.Nt/ d�g.Nt/

ˇ̌̌̌
� C.r�1

k dg.Nt/.pk ;x/C 1/�100"k :
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Moreover , suppose that zUD
˚
zU .a/ W1�a�

�
n
2

�	
is a second family of time-independent

vector fields defined on Bg.Nt/.pk ; 2
j=400ƒrk/ satisfying the same three properties

above (with U .a/ replaced by zU .a/). Then there exists an
�
n
2

�
�
�
n
2

�
matrix ! 2O

��
n
2

��
such that

r�1
k

.n
2/X

aD1

ˇ̌̌̌ .n
2/X

bD1

!abU .b/
� zU .a/

ˇ̌̌̌
� C.r�1

k dg.Nt/.pk ;x/C 1/�20"k

on Bg.Nt/.pk ; 2
.j�1/=400ƒrk/.

Proof The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 9.18 in [13].

In the following, we define

�.j ;k/ WD f.x; t/ 2 Bg.tk/.pk ; ı
�1
k rk/� Œtk � 2j=400r2

k ; tk � W f .x; t/� 2j=400
g;

where f WBg.tk/.pk ; ı
�1
k

rk/�Œtk�ı
�1
k

r2
k
; tk �! Œ0;1/ is the function in Corollary 5.12.

The following three results are the main results of this section. Their proofs resemble
various steps in the proof of the neck improvement theorem.

Proposition 5.19 Let j be a large positive integer. If k is sufficiently large (depending
upon j ), then we can find a family of time-independent vector fields

W WD
n
W .a/

W 1� a�
�n

2

�o
defined on Bg.tk/.pk ; 4ƒrk/ with the property that

40X
lD1

r l
k

ˇ̌
Dl
�
LW .a/.g.t//

�ˇ̌
� C 2�j=400"k

in Bg.tk/.pk ; 4ƒrk/� Œtk � 1000n3Kƒr2
k
; tk �. Here , the constant C is independent of

j and k. Finally, on the set Bg.tk/.pk ; 4ƒrk/� Œtk � 1000n3Kƒr2
k
; tk �, the family of

vector fields W is close to a standard family of rotational vector fields on the Bryant
soliton in the C 80–norm

Proof We will assume throughout this proof that j is large and k is sufficiently large
depending upon j. In this way, the region �.j ;k/ is, after rescaling by rk , as close
as we like to the corresponding subset of the Bryant soliton. By Corollary 5.12, the
function f W�.j ;k/! Œ0;1/ satisfies

RCjrf j2 � .1C 4ık/r
�2
k � 2r�2

k
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and �
@

@t
��

�
f � �.1� 2ık/r

�2
k � �

1
2
r�2
k :

Moreover,

1

2K
.r�1

k dg.t/.pk ;x/C 1/� f .x; t/C 1� 2K.r�1
k dg.t/.pk ;x/C 1/

for a constant K depending only upon n. In particular, if f .x; Nt/ � 2j=400, then
dg.Nt/.pk ;x/ < 2j=400ƒrk .

Step 1 Using Lemmas 5.17 and 5.18, we can construct a family of time-dependent
vector fields of vector fields U WD

˚
U .a/ W 1 � a �

�
n
2

�	
defined on �.j ;k/, with the

following two properties:

� rk

ˇ̌
@
@t

U .a/
ˇ̌
� C.f C 100/�10"k on �.j ;k/.

� jLU .a/.g/jC rk jD.LU .a/.g//j � C.f C 100/�100"k on �.j ;k/.

Here C is a positive constant that is independent of j and k. Moreover, we can find a
standard family of rotational vector fields UBry WD

˚
U
.a/
Bry W 1� a�

�
n
2

�	
on the Bryant

soliton, such that the family U is close to this standard family on �.j ;k/ in C 2–norm.
In other words, as k tends to infinity, the family U converges to the family UBry of
rotational vector fields on the Bryant soliton in C 2. Note that rk j�U .a/CRic.U .a//j �

C rk jD.LU .a/.g//j � C.f C 100/�100"k on �.j ;k/.

Step 2 Let V .a/ be the solution of the PDE @
@t

V .a/ D�V .a/CRic.V .a// on �.j ;k/

with the Dirichlet boundary condition V .a/DU .a/ on the parabolic boundary of�.j ;k/.
Using the estimate

rk

ˇ̌̌ @
@t

U .a/
��U .a/

�Ric.U .a//
ˇ̌̌
� C.f C 100/�10"k ;

we obtain

rk

ˇ̌̌ @
@t
.V .a/

�U .a//��.V .a/
�U .a//�Ric.V .a/

�U .a//
ˇ̌̌
� C.f C 100/�10"k

in�.j ;k/, where C is a positive constant that is independent of j and k. Proposition 2.6
gives

rk

� @
@t
��

�
jV .a/

�U .a/
j � C.f C 100/�10"k

in �.j ;k/, where C is a positive constant that is independent of j and k. By a
straightforward calculation, using the estimates

�
@
@t
��

�
f ��1

2
r�2
k

, jrf j2 � 2r�2
k

,
we obtain � @

@t
��

�
.f C 100/�8

� .f C 100/�9r�2
k
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in �.j ;k/. Thus, by the maximum principle, we obtain

r�1
k jV

.a/
�U .a/

j � C.f C 100/�8"k

in �.j ;k/, where C is a positive constant that is independent of j and k. The distance
between �.j�1;k/ and the parabolic boundary P�.j ;k/ is bounded below by crk for a
universal constant c, so, by standard interior estimates for linear parabolic equations,
we obtain

jD.V .a/
�U .a//j � C.f C 100/�8"k

in�.j�1;k/, where C is a positive constant that is independent of j and k. In particular,
on the set �.j�1;k/, the vector field V .a/ is close in C 1–norm to the vector field U

.a/
Bry .

Consequently, on the set Bg.tk/.pk ; 8ƒrk/ � Œtk � 2000n3Kƒr2
k
; tk �, the family of

vector fields V WD
˚
V .a/ W 1� a�

�
n
2

�	
is close to the family UBry in C 100–norm.

Step 3 We define h.a/.t/ WD LV .a/.t/.g.t//. By Theorem 2.5,

@

@t
h.a/.t/D�L;g.t/h

.a/.t/:

The estimate for D.V .a/�U .a// in Step 2 implies

jLV .a/.g/j � jLU .a/.g/jCC jD.V .a/
�U .a//j � C.f C 100/�8"k

in �.j�1;k/, where C is a positive constant that is independent of j and k.

Since our solution is close to the Bryant soliton, we have the estimate r2
k

Ric> 2cf �2g

in�.j ;k/ for some small universal constant c if k is sufficiently large depending upon j.
This is because on the Bryant soliton the smallest eigenvalue of the Ricci tensor falls
off like the square of the distance to the tip (see Chapter 4 of [19] for details). Hence,
Ric� 2�r�2

k
g in �.j ;k/ with � WD c � 2�j=200. Evidently, we also have Ric� C r�2

k
g

in �.j ;k/. Consider the weighted norm

N�.a/ WD inff� > 0 W ��.r2
k Ric� �g/� h.a/ � �.r2

k Ric� �g/g:

Suppose �1 � � � � � �n denote the eigenvalues of h.a/ corresponding to orthonormal
eigenvectors e1; : : : ; en with respect to g.t/ in �.j ;k/. So jh.a/j2 D

Pn
iD1 �

2
i . Then

the inequalities
j�i j �

N�.a/.r2
k Ric.ei ; ei/� �/� C N�.a/

and

���1
jh.a/j.r2

k Ric� �g/� �jh.a/jg � h.a/ � jh.a/jg � ��1
jh.a/j.r2

k Ric� �g/
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imply that � N�.a/ � jh.a/j � C N�.a/ in �.j ;k/. In other words, the weighted norm is
comparable to the usual norm in �.j ;k/. Now we apply Proposition B.1 to r�2

k
h.a/.t/

in the region �.j�1;k/ taking r�2
k

g for our metric and r�2
k
� D cr�2

k
2�j=200 as our

lower bound for the Ricci tensor. Thus the function

 .a/ WD exp.�2�r�2
k .tk � t//N�.a/

satisfies
sup

�.j�1;k/

 .a/ � sup
P�.j�1;k/

 .a/;

where P�.j�1;k/ denotes the parabolic boundary of �.j�1;k/. The parabolic boundary
of�.j�1;k/ consists of points .x; t/where tD tk�2.j�1/=100r2

k
and points .x; t/where

f .x; t/ D 2.j�1/=400. If t D tk � 2.j�1/=100r2
k

, then, using that N�.a/ � ��1jh.a/j �

C 2j=200jh.a/j and jh.a/j � C.f C 100/�8"k � C "k , we obtain

 .a/.x; t/� C exp.�2j=200/2j=200"k � C 2�j=400"k :

On the other hand, if .x; t/ is a point where f .x; t/D 2.j�1/=400, then, using the bound
exp.�2�r�2

k
.tk � t//� 1, we have

 .a/.x; t/� C 2j=200.2.j�1/=400
C 100/�8"k � C 2�j=400"k :

Finally,  .a/ � C�1jh.a/j in the region Bg.tk/.pk ; 8ƒrk/ � Œtk � 2000n3Kƒr2
k
; tk �.

Putting all of these estimates together, we conclude

jh.a/j � C 2�j=400"k

in the region Bg.tk/.pk ; 8ƒrk/� Œtk � 2000n3Kƒr2
k
; tk � assuming j is large and k is

sufficiently large depending upon j. Here C is a constant that does not depend on j

or k. By standard interior estimates for linear parabolic equations, we obtain

100X
lD0

r l
k jD

lh.a/j � C 2�j=400"k

in the region Bg.tk/.pk ; 6ƒrk/ � Œtk � 1000n3Kƒr2
k
; tk �. As we have seen before,

since
@

@t
V .a/

D�V .a/
CRic.V .a//D div h.a/� 1

2
r.tr h.a//;

this implies
80X

lD0

r lC1
k

ˇ̌̌
Dl
�
@

@t
V .a/

�ˇ̌̌
� C 2�j=400"k

in the region Bg.tk/.pk ; 6ƒrk/� Œtk � 1000n3Kƒr2
k
; tk �.
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Step 4 Finally, we define a family of time-independent vector fields

W WD
n
W .a/

W 1� a�
�n

2

�o
by setting W .a/ D V .a/ at time tk . Because the family UBry is time-independent, the
family W is close to UBry in the region Bg.tk/.pk ; 6ƒrk/ � Œtk � 1000n3Kƒr2

k
; tk �.

Integrating the time derivative estimates in Step 3, we obtain

40X
lD0

r l�1
k jDl.W .a/

�V .a//j � C 2�j=400"k :

Hence, together with the estimates for h.a/, we get

40X
lD0

r l
k jD

l.LW .a/.g//j � C 2�j=400"k

in the region Bg.tk/.pk ; 6ƒrk/� Œtk � 1000n3Kƒr2
k
; tk �.

For each k sufficiently large, let us choose a compact domain Dk � M with the
following three properties:

� There exists a point Nx 2 @Dk such that �1. Nx; tk/D
2
3
�R. Nx; tk/.

� For each x 2Dk , we have �1.x; tk/�
2
3
�R.x; tk/.

� @Dk is a leaf of Hamilton’s CMC foliation of .M;g.tk//.

Note that Dk � fx 2M W �1.x; tk/ >
1
2
�R.x; tk/g � Bg.tk/.pk ; ƒrk/ in view of how

we have chosen ƒ. In particular, if Nx 2M nDk , then the point . Nx; tk/ lies at the center
of an evolving "1–neck by Proposition 5.1. Recall that, for such a point, we define the
curvature scale rneck. Nx; tk/ by the identity R. Nx; tk/D .n� 1/.n� 2/rneck. Nx; tk/

�2.

Proposition 5.20 Let j be a large positive integer. If k is sufficiently large (depending
upon j ), then the family of vector fields W constructed in Proposition 5.19 have the
following property. If Nx 2 Bg.tk/.pk ; ƒrk/ nDk , then

10X
lD1

r l�1
k jDl.hW .a/; �i/j � C 2�j=400"k

on the parabolic neighborhood Bg.tk/. Nx; 600rneck. Nx; tk//� Œtk � 200rneck. Nx; tk/
2; tk �.

Here � denotes the unit normal to the leaf of Hamilton’s CMC foliation and C is a
constant independent of j and k.
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Proof Consider a point Nx 2 Bg.tk/.pk ; ƒrk/ nDk . By Corollary 5.12, r2
k

R. Nx; tk/�

1=4Kƒ. Recalling that, by assumption,
p

4n3K=ƒ� 10�6, this implies

rneck. Nx; tk/
2
D .n� 1/.n� 2/R. Nx; tk/

�1
� 4n3Kƒr2

k � 10�12ƒ2r2
k :

Thus,

Bg.tk/. Nx; 1000rneck. Nx; tk//� Œtk � 200rneck. Nx; tk/
2; tk �

� Bg.tk/.pk ; 4ƒrk/� Œtk � 1000n3Kƒr2
k ; tk �

and, in particular, the estimates satisfied by the family of vector fields W in Proposition
5.19 hold on the parabolic neighborhood

Bg.tk/. Nx; 1000rneck. Nx; tk//� Œtk � 200rneck. Nx; tk/
2; tk �:

Now we estimate the quantity hW .a/; �i, where � denotes the normal to the CMC
foliation. To that end, fix a time t 2 Œtk � 200rneck. Nx; tk/

2; tk � and let †s denote
Hamilton’s CMC foliation at time t . We will only consider those leaves of the foliation
which are contained in the Bg.tk/. Nx; 800rneck. Nx; tk//. As we did before, let us define a
function F .a/ W†s!R by F .a/ WD hW .a/; �i. Recall that the quantity

�†F .a/C .jAj2CRic.�; �//F .a/ DWH .a/

can be expressed in terms of LW .a/.g/ and the first derivatives of LW .a/.g/. Conse-
quently, the estimates of the previous proposition imply

20X
lD0

r lC1
k
jDlH .a/

j � C 2�j=400"k :

Now, as observed in [13], since †s � Bg.tk/. Nx; 800rneck. Nx; tk//� Bg.tk/.pk ; 4ƒrk/

the eigenvalues of the Jacobi operator �†C .jAj2CRic.�; �// lie outside the interval
Œ�cr�2

k
; cr�2

k
� for some small universal constant c. This follows from approximation

by the exact Bryant solution, where this estimate can be verified. Consequently, we
have a universal bound for the norm of the inverse of the Jacobi operator. As in the
proof of the neck improvement theorem, using the estimates for H .a/, we thus get

10X
lD0

r l�1
k jDlF .a/j � C 2�j=400"k :

Since t 2 Œtk � 200rneck. Nx; tk/
2; tk � is arbitrary, we conclude

10X
lD0

r l�1
k jDl.hW .a/; �i/j � C 2�j=400"k
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on the parabolic neighborhood Bg.tk/. Nx; 600rneck. Nx; tk//� Œtk � 200rneck. Nx; tk/
2; tk �

for a constant C independent of j and k.

Proposition 5.21 Let j be a large integer. If k is sufficiently large (depending
upon j ), then the family of vector fields W WD

˚
W .a/ W 1 � a �

�
n
2

�	
constructed in

Proposition 5.19 have the following property. For each such Nx 2Bg.tk/.pk ; ƒrk/nDk ,
we can find a symmetric

�
n
2

�
�
�
n
2

�
matrix Qab such that the estimateˇ̌̌̌

Qab � areag.t/.†/
�.nC1/=.n�1/

Z
†

hW .a/;W .b/
ig.t/ d�g.t/

ˇ̌̌̌
� C 2�j=400"k :

holds whenever t 2 Œtk � 200rneck. Nx; tk/
2; tk � and † � Bg.tk/. Nx; 200rneck. Nx; tk// is a

leaf of Hamilton’s CMC foliation of .M;g.t//. The matrix Qab is independent of t

and †. Moreover , the eigenvalues of the matrix Qab lie in the interval Œ1=C;C �. Here
the constant C is independent of j and k.

Proof The estimates established in Propositions 5.19 and 5.20 hold on the parabolic
neighborhood Bg.tk/. Nx; 600rneck. Nx; tk//� Œtk �200rneck. Nx; tk/

2; tk �. We can prove the
proposition in a manner analogous to Steps 11–14 of the neck improvement theorem.
In this argument, we use that the family of vector fields W is close to a standard family
of rotational vector fields on the Bryant soliton. In particular, this condition ensures that
the eigenvalues of the matrix Qab are universally bounded from above and below.

Corollary 5.22 If k is sufficiently large , then . Nx; tk/ is 1
2
"k–symmetric for all Nx 2

M nDk .

Proof We have already shown in Lemma 5.15 that if Nx 2 M n Bg.tk/.pk ; ƒrk/,
then . Nx; tk/ is 1

2
"k–symmetric. On the other hand, if Nx 2 Bg.tk/.pk ; ƒrk/ nDk , then

Propositions 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21 imply the point . Nx; tk/ is 1
2
"k–symmetric provided that

we first choose j sufficiently large and then assume k is sufficiently large depending
upon j.

We can now complete the proof of the main result of this paper, Theorem 1.5. By
Corollary 5.22, we know that .x; tk/ is 1

2
"k–symmetric for all x 2M nDk . On the

other hand, by Propositions 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21, there are vector fields defined on the
cap region Dk satisfying the requirements of Definition 5.2 with "D 1

2
"k provided we

take a fixed j sufficiently large and then assume k is sufficiently large depending upon
this j. Thus, .M;g.tk// is 1

2
"k–symmetric if k is sufficiently large. By Lemma 5.5,
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we can find a time Qtk > tk such that the flow is "k–symmetric at time t for all t 2 Œtk ; Qtk �

assuming k is sufficiently large. This contradicts the definition of tk and completes the
proof of Theorem 1.5.

Appendix A Auxiliary results for ancient �–solutions

Theorem A.1 Suppose n� 4 and .M ; Ng; Nf / is an n–dimensional complete gradient
shrinking soliton with curvature tensor that is strictly PIC and weakly PIC2. Then
.M ; Ng/ is isometric to a quotient of either a round sphere Sn or a cylinder Sn�1 �R.

Proof For nD 4, this result was proven in [26]. Suppose n� 5. By pulling back g

and f to the universal cover, we may assume .M ; Ng/ is simply connected and we must
show that either M D Sn or M D Sn�1 �R.

If .M ; Ng/ is strictly PIC2, then it also has positive sectional curvature. By the result of
Munteanu and Wang [29], this implies .M ; Ng/ is compact. Then the main result of [6]
implies .M ; Ng/ must have constant curvature. It follows that M D Sn.

If .M ; Ng/ is only weakly PIC2, but not strictly PIC2, then Proposition 6.6 in [12]
implies .M ; Ng/D .X;gX /�R. In this case, it is easy to see that the triple .X;gX ; fX /

is a complete gradient shrinking soliton with fX D
Nf jX�f0g. Moreover, because

.M ; Ng/ is strictly PIC and weakly PIC2, it follows (by definition) that .X;gX / is
strictly PIC1 and weakly PIC2 (see eg [8] or [12]). Consequently, .X;gX / has positive
Ricci curvature and nonnegative sectional curvature. Again by [29], .X;gX / must be
compact and then, by [6], .X;gX / must have constant sectional curvature. It follows
that M D Sn�1 �R.

The structure results for ancient �–solutions in dimension four were developed in [18]
under slightly different positivity assumptions (following Hamilton’s work [23]) than
uniformly PIC and weakly PIC2. In order for the subsequent structure results of this
section to apply in dimension nD 4, we need the following proposition:

Proposition A.2 Suppose that .M;g.t// is a four-dimensional ancient �–solution (in
the sense of Definition 1.1) with uniformly positive isotropic curvature. Then .M;g.t//

satisfies the restricted isotropic curvature pinching condition of [18]. That is , in the
notation of [23], we have the inequalities c3 �ƒc1, a3 �ƒa1 and b2

3
� a1c1 for some

positive constant ƒ. Consequently, .M;g.t// is an “ancient �–solution with restricted
isotropic curvature pinching” in the sense of [18].
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Proof Since by assumption .M;g.t// has bounded curvature, the proposition will
follow from the pinching estimates for ancient solutions of the Ricci flow developed
in [17]. Recall that, in Section 2, we noted uniformly positive isotropic curvature implies
there exists a positive constant ˛ such that minfa1C a2; c1C c2g � ˛maxfa3; b3; c3g.
Moreover, because our solution is ancient and has bounded curvature, the evolution
equations for a1 and c1 imply that minfa1; c1g � 0 by the maximum principle.

For ˆ> 0, let C0 denote the cone of curvature operators satisfying

.b2C b3/
2
�ˆ.a1C a2/.c1C c2/;

a2C a3 � .ˆC 1/.a1C a2/;

c2C c3 � .ˆC 1/.c1C c2/:

By Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 in [23], the cone C0 is transversally invariant under the
Hamilton ODE d

dt
RDQ.R/. Moreover, if ˆ is sufficiently large, then the curvature

operator of .M;g.t// is contained in C0 for all t . For s � 0, consider the cone of
curvature operators C.s/DC0\fs.a1Ca2Ca3/� a1g\fs.c1Cc2Cc3/� c1g. Now

d

dt
a1 � a2

1C b2
1 C 2a2a3 � 2a2a3 � a3.a1C a2/�

1

ˆC1
a3.a2C a3/

�
2

9.ˆC 1/
.a1C a2C a3/

2:

On the other hand,
d

dt
.a1C a2C a3/D .a1C a2C a3/

2
C .b2

1 C b2
2 C b2

3/

� .a1C a2C a3/
2
C 3b2

3

� .a1C a2C a3/
2
C 3ˆ.a1C a2/.c1C c2/

�
4
3
ˆC 3.a1C a2C a3/

2;

where we have used a1Ca2Ca3D c1Cc2Cc3. Identical inequalities hold for the eigen-
values ci . Thus, as long as 0�s�s0 WD .3.ˆC1/.4ˆC3//�1, then C.s/ is transversally
invariant under the Hamilton ODE. Since .M;g.t// is an ancient solution with bounded
curvature and the curvature operator of .M;g.t// is contained in C.0/ (at every point
in spacetime), the pinching result of [17] (see Theorem 9) implies that the curvature
operator of .M;g.t// is contained in C.s0/. In particular, a1 � s0a3 and c1 � s0c3.

It remains to verify the condition b2
3
� a1c1. We argue in a similar fashion. Let

zC .s/Dfsb2
3
�a1c1g\f.b2Cb3/

2� q.s/.a1Ca2/.c1Cc2/g, where q.s/D .sC1/=2s

and 0< s < 1. Each cone in this family of cones is invariant under the Hamilton ODE.
The cone f.b2C b3/

2 � q.s/.a1C a2/.c1C c2/g is transversally invariant under the
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Hamilton ODE as long as q.s/¤ 1. Indeed, q.s/ > 1 when 0< s < 1. Thus our goal
is to show transversal invariance of the inequality sb2

3
� a1c1 under the assumption

.b2C b3/
2 � q.s/.a1C a2/.c1C c2/. To that end, we recall that

d

dt
ln.b2

3/�
4b1b2

b3

C 2a3C 2c3;

d

dt
ln.a1/�

a2
1
C b2

1
C 2a2a3

a1

;

d

dt
ln.c1/�

c2
1
C b2

1
C 2c2c3

c1

:

It follows then that

d

dt
ln
�

b2
3

a1c1

�
��

.a1�b1/
2C2.a2�a1/b1

a1

�
.c1�b1/

2C2.c2�c1/b1

c1

�
4b1.b3�b2/

b3

:

The right-hand side can only vanish if a1Da2D c1D c2Db1 and b2Db3. Suppose we
have equality in sb2

3
D a1c1 and the right-hand side vanishes. Then sb2

3
D b2

1
. On the

other hand, the inequality .b2Cb3/
2 � q.s/.a1Ca2/.c1C c2/ implies b2

3
� q.s/b2

1
D

q.s/sb2
3

. Since q.s/s < 1 when 0< s < 1, we have must b3D 0, which in turns implies
the curvature tensor must vanish. It follows that the cone zC .s/ is transversally invariant
under the Hamilton ODE for 0< s < 1. Finally, since the curvature tensor of .M;g.t//

satisfies
a1c1 � s2

0a3c3 �
1
4
s2
0.a1C a2/.c1C c2/�

1

4ˆ
s2
0b2

3 ;

the curvature tensor of .M;g.t// is contained in zC .s/ is s > 0 is sufficiently small.
Once more by [17], we obtain the inequality b2

3
� a1c1 and this completes the proof.

The classification of asymptotic solitons can be used to give a proof of the universal
noncollapsing of ancient �–solutions in higher dimensions (see [30]). This is the same
manner in which Perelman proved universal noncollapsing in dimension three. For
our purposes, we quote the noncollapsing results Theorem 6.19 in [12] for dimension
n� 5 and Theorem 3.5 in [18] for dimension nD 4.

Theorem A.3 For every n � 4 and ˛ > 0, there exists a constant �0 WD �0.n; ˛/

with the following property. If .M;g.t// is an n–dimensional , noncompact ancient �–
solution (for some � > 0), which is ˛–uniformly PIC and strictly PIC2, then .M;g.t//

is a �0–noncollapsed for all t .

We have made use of the following extension [7] of Hamilton’s Harnack inequality [21]
to PIC2 solutions of the Ricci flow:
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Theorem A.4 Assume that .M;g.t// for t 2 .�T; 0� is a solution to the Ricci flow
that is complete with bounded curvature and is weakly PIC2. Then

@

@t
RC 2hrR; viC 2 Ric.v; v/C 1

t�T
R� 0

for every tangent vector v. In particular , the product .t �T /R.x; t/ is nondecreasing
in t for each x 2M. Moreover , if the solution is ancient .T D�1/, then R.x; t/ is
nondecreasing in t for each x 2M.

We have also used the following extension of Perelman’s pointwise derivative esti-
mates [32] to higher dimensions. See Corollary 6.14 in [12] for n�5 and Proposition 3.3
in [18] for nD 4.

Theorem A.5 For every n � 4 and ˛ > 0, there exists a constant � WD �.n; ˛/ <1
with the following property. If .M;g.t// is an n–dimensional , ancient �–solution
which is ˛–uniformly PIC. Then jDRj � �R3=2 and

ˇ̌
@
@t

R
ˇ̌
� �R2 at each point in

spacetime.

The following two results are consequences of the first author’s work on ancient �–
solutions for n� 5 and Chen and Zhu’s work in dimension four. See Section 6 in [12]
and in particular Theorem 6.18 for n � 5. See Section 3 in [18] and in particular
Proposition 3.4 for nD 4.

Theorem A.6 Suppose n � 4 and let .M;g.t// be an n–dimensional ancient �–
solution which is noncompact , ˛–uniformly PIC and strictly PIC2. Given any " > 0,
we can find a domain �t �M with the following properties:

� For each x 2M n�t , the point .x; t/ lies at the center of an evolving "–neck.

� The boundary @�t is a leaf of Hamilton’s CMC foliation at time t .

� supx2�t
R.x; t/� C.n; ˛; "/ infx2�t

R.x; t/.

� diamg.t/.�t /
2 supx2�t

R.x; t/� C.n; ˛; "/.

Corollary A.7 Suppose n � 4 and let .M;g.t// be an n–dimensional ancient �–
solution which is noncompact , ˛–uniformly PIC and strictly PIC2. Let " be a
small positive real number and let �t � M be the domain in Theorem A.6. Then
supx2M R.x; t/ � C.n; ˛; "/ infx2�t

R.x; t/ and diamg.t/.�t /
2 supx2M R.x; t/ �

C.n; ˛; "/.

Proof This follows exactly as Corollary A.3 follows from Theorem A.2 in [13].
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The following result is sometimes called the neck detection lemma:

Lemma A.8 Suppose n� 4 and let .M;g.t// be an n–dimensional ancient �–solution
which is noncompact , ˛–uniformly PIC and strictly PIC2. Given any " > 0, there exists
a constant � WD .n; ˛; "/ > 0 with the following property. If .x; t/ is a spacetime point
satisfying �1.x; t/� �R.x; t/, then .x; t/ lies at the center of an evolving "–neck.

Proof We have the tools to follow the standard contradiction argument. If the claim is
not true, then we can find a sequence of counterexamples .M .j/;gj .t/;xj ; 0/ satisfying
�1.xj ; 0/� .1=j /R.xj ; 0/, but .xj ; 0/ does not lie at the center of an evolving "–neck.
By Corollary 6.15 in [12] or Corollary 3.7 in [18] if nD 4 (compactness of ancient
�–solutions), after rescaling each solution so that R.xj ; 0/D 1, we can extract a sub-
sequence that converges smoothly to another ancient �–solution, .M .1/;g1.t/;x1; 0/

satisfying �1.x1; 0/ D 0. The limit is ˛–uniformly PIC and weakly PIC2. By [12,
Corollary 6.7], either the limit is strictly PIC2 or its universal cover is isometric to
a family of shrinking cylinders. If the limit were strictly PIC2, we would contradict
�1.x1; 0/ D 0, and so we conclude the limit flow .M .1/;g1.t// is a noncompact
quotient of a family of shrinking round cylinders .Sn�1 �R/=� . A similar argument
works if nD 4 using Lemma 3.2 in [18] (note that the “restricted isotropic curvature”
pinching condition implies the curvature operator is nonnegative).

It remains to show � must be trivial. Since, for each j, .M .j/;gj .t// is a complete,
noncompact Riemannian manifold with strictly positive sectional curvature, the soul
theorem implies M .j/ is diffeomorphic to Rn. On the other hand, since the curva-
ture tensor of .M .j/;gj .t// lies within the interior of the PIC2 cone, Theorem A.2
in [11] implies that, for j sufficiently large, the fundamental group of the quotient of
.Sn�1 � f0g/=� injects into fundamental group of M .j/. This implies the group of
isometries � must be trivial, and thus .M .1/;g1.t// is a family of round shrinking
cylinders. For j large, this implies .xj ; 0/ lies at the center of an evolving "–neck, a
contradiction to our assumption, which completes the proof of the lemma.

We used in our proof of the main theorem that the ancient solution .M;g.t// is a
Type II ancient solution. In dimension three, this is a consequence of the neck stability
theorem of Kleiner and Lott [25]. Their argument works in higher dimensions as well.
As in [13], we provide a brief proof here for the reader.

Proposition A.9 Suppose n � 4 and let .M;g.t// be an n–dimensional ancient �–
solution which is noncompact , ˛–uniformly PIC and strictly PIC2. Then .M;g.t// is
a Type II ancient solution; ie lim supt!�1.�t/Rmax.t/D1.
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Proof Suppose for sake of contradiction that lim supt!�1.�t/Rmax.t/ <1. By the
proof of Theorem A.4 in [13] (the argument there works independent of the dimension),
there exists a point q 2M such that supt�0.�t/R.q; t/� C.n/. Let `.x; t/ denote the
reduced distance of .x; t/ from .q; 0/. It follows from the definition that `.q; t/�C. By
work of Perelman, there exists a sequence of times ti!�1 such that the sequence of
flows .M;gi.t/; q/, where gi.t/D .�ti/

�1g..�ti/t/ for t 2 Œ�2;�1� converge in the
pointed Cheeger–Gromov sense to a nonflat gradient shrinking Ricci soliton . �M ; Og.t//

for t 2 Œ�2;�1�. The limit is ˛–uniformly PIC, weakly PIC2 and noncompact. It
follows from the classification of such solitons that . �M ; Og.t// must be a family of
shrinking round cylinders or a noncompact quotient of the family of cylinders by a
discrete group of standard isometries. Arguing as in the proof of the previous lemma,
we conclude . �M ; Og.t// must be a family of shrinking round cylinders.

By convergence to the family of shrinking round cylinders, the quantity .�ti/R.q; ti/

converges to a constant, which we may assume is 1. Moreover, for any " > 0, the
point q lies at the center of an "–neck at time ti if i is sufficiently large. Since
R.q; ti/�

1
2
.�ti/

�1 if i is sufficiently large, it follows that Rmax.ti/
�1=2 � 2.�ti/

1=2

if i is sufficiently large. On the other hand, by assumption, there exists a positive
constant ƒ such that Rmax.t/ � ƒ.�t/�1. Since .M;g.t// has positive sectional
curvature, this implies Ricg.t/�ƒ.�t/�1g.t/. Using the bound for the Ricci curvature,
Perelman’s distance distortion estimate [31, Lemma 8.3(b)] implies, for any points
x;y 2M and t � s,

dg.t/.x;y/� dg.s/.x;y/CCƒ.�t/1=2:

In particular, fixing some j large, and considering i � j (so ti � tj ), the inequality
above implies

dgi .�1/.x;y/D .�ti/
�1=2dg.ti /.x;y/� .�ti/

�1=2dg.tj /.x;y/CCƒ

� dgj .�1/.x;y/CCƒ:

For i sufficiently large, let †i denote the constant mean curvature sphere passing
through q at time ti . Let Di denote the bounded connected component of M n†i . The
estimate above implies that the diameter of the region Di with respect to the metric
gi.�1/ remains bounded as i !1. In particular, the distance between q and a point
pi 2Di of maximal distance is bounded. This however gives a contradiction, since
for i very large the length of the neck centered at q at time ti becomes arbitrarily long
with respect to the metric gi.�1/ as i !1.
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Finally, we verify that a uniformly PIC and strictly PIC2 steady soliton is asymptotically
cylindrical in sense of [10].

Proposition A.10 Suppose .M;g/ is a complete steady gradient Ricci soliton of
dimension n � 4 which is �–noncollapsed , uniformly PIC and strictly PIC2. Then
.M;g/ is asymptotically cylindrical in the sense of [10] and consequently the n–
dimensional Bryant soliton.

Proof We adapt the argument used on page 212 of [10]. We may write RicDD2f for
some real-valued function f. Let X Drf and ˆt denote the flow of the vector �X

for t 2R. Recall that the corresponding solution of the Ricci flow is g.t/Dˆ�t .g/. In
particular, a time derivative corresponds to a directional derivative by �X. After scaling,
we may assume that RCjrf j2D 1. We recall from [10] that .M;g/ is asymptotically
cylindrical if:

(i) There exists a point p and a positive constant ƒ such that the scalar curvature
satisfies ƒ�1dg.p;x/

�1 �R.x/�ƒdg.p;x/
�1.

(ii) Let xm be any arbitrary sequence of points tending to infinity and let rm be a
sequence of real numbers such that rmR.xm/!

1
2
.n� 1/ as m!1. Consider

the rescaled metrics

Ogm.t/D r�1
m ˆ�rmt .g/D r�1

m g.rmt/:

Then we require that some subsequence of the sequence of flows .M; Ogm.t/;xm/

converges in the Cheeger–Gromov sense to a family of shrinking round cylinders
.Sn�1 �R; Ng.t// for t 2 .0; 1/, where Ng.t/D 2.n� 2/.1� t/gSn�1 C dz˝ dz.

Consider a sequence of points xm tending to infinity. From our pointwise derivative
estimates, we obtain jhX;rRij � O.1/R2. Suppose that dg.p;xm/

2R.xm/!1.
Combining Perelman’s splitting result [12, Proposition 6.8] together with compactness
for ancient �–solutions (Corollary 6.15 in [12] for n� 5 and Corollary 3.7 in [18] for
n D 4), after passing to a subsequence, the sequence of flows .M;R.xm/g.t/;xm/

converges to an ancient �–solution which must split a line. As we have previously
argued, the pinching result of [17], together with the fact that M is diffeomorphic to Rn,
implies the limit is a family of shrinking round cylinders. In particular, up to a constant
factor, the sequence .M;R.xm/g;xm/ converges to the standard Sn�1 � R in the
Cheeger–Gromov sense. This implies jrRj � o.1/R3=2, j�Rj � o.1/R2 and jRicj2D
.1=nCo.1//R2 at xm as m!1. From this we deduce that jhX;rRiC .2=n/R2j �

o.1/R2 at xm as m!1.
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The argument above shows that R ! 0 at infinity. Indeed, if there exists a se-
quence xm tending to infinity such that R.xm/ is bounded away from zero, then
d.p;xm/

2R.xm/!1. From the argument above, we have jrRj � o.1/R3=2 and
jhX;rRi C .2=n/R2j � o.1/R2 at xm as m!1. Since jX j � 1, together these
estimates imply R.xm/ tends to zero, a contradiction to our assumption.

Now that we know R! 0 at infinity, there exists a point p 2M where R attains
its maximum. By the trace second Bianchi identity rRD �2 Ric.rf /, the point p

must be a critical point of f. Using the second variation formula for geodesics and
the fact that Ric D D2f, convexity of the potential f implies f .x/ � ad.x;p/� b

for suitable constants a and b. On the other hand, the estimate jrf j2 � 1 implies
f .x/ � ad.x;p/C b. Integrating the inequality jhX;rRij � O.1/R2, we obtain
R.x/�ƒ�1d.p;x/�1 for a suitable constant ƒ. Consequently, d.p;x/2R.x/!1

as x !1 and we have the estimate jhX;rRi C .2=n/R2j � o.1/R2. Integrating
this gives the upper bound R.x/�ƒd.p;x/�1. Applying the convergence argument
above once more shows that .M;g/ is asymptotically cylindrical (and therefore the
n–dimensional Bryant soliton).

Appendix B Replacement for Anderson–Chow estimate

Recall that the Lichnerowicz Laplacian �L;g is defined on .0; 2/–tensors by

�L;ghik D�hik C 2Rijklh
jl
�Ricil hl

k �Rickl hl
i :

Recall that if g.t/ is a solution of the Ricci flow, then the covariant time derivative Dt

acts on time-dependent .0; 2/–tensors by

Dthik D
@

@t
hik CRicil hl

k CRickl hi
k :

In particular, Dtg D 0.

Proposition B.1 Suppose n � 4 and let .M;g.t//, t 2 Œ0;T � be an n–dimensional ,
complete solution to the Ricci flow with nonnegative sectional curvature. Suppose
��M �.0;T / is a compact domain of spacetime. Let � be a positive real number and
assume Ric> �g everywhere in �. Let h.t/ be a one-parameter family of symmetric
(0,2)-tensors satisfying the parabolic Lichnerowicz equation @

@t
h.t/D�L;g.t/h.t/ in�.

Define  W�!R by

 WD e2�t inff� > 0 W ��.Ric� �g/� h� �.Ric� �g/g:
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Then
sup
�

 � sup
P�

 ;

where P� denotes the parabolic boundary of �.

Proof Let
ƒD sup

�

 :

Suppose for sake of contradiction that supP�  <ƒ. Let

Nt WD infft W  .x; t/Dƒ for some .x; t/ 2�g:

There exists Nx such that  . Nx; Nt/Dƒ. Since  <ƒ on P�, we have . Nx; Nt/ 2� nP�
and, if .x; t/ 2� with t < Nt , then  .x; t/ < ƒ. Because . Nx; Nt/ is an interior point, we
can find a smooth open set U containing Nx and a small positive number ı > 0 such that
D D U � ŒNt � ı; Nt ���. After a suitable translation in time, we may assume Nt � ı D 0.

Consider .0; 2/–tensors T .˙/.t/ D e�2�tƒ.Ricg.t/ � �g.t//˙ h.t/ in the parabolic
domain D. Since

�e�2�t .Ric� �g/� h� e�2�t .Ric� �g/

and 0�  �ƒ, the tensors T .˙/ are weakly positive definite in D. Moreover, by our
choice of Nt , both tensors T .˙/ are strictly positive definite in U at time t D 0. Finally,
by definition of ƒ, there exists a vector v 2 T NxM such that jvjg.Nt/ D 1 and either
T
.C/
ij vivj D 0 or T

.�/
ij vivj D 0. Without loss of generality, suppose T

.�/
ij vivj D 0

and let us write T D T .�/. Now, since T is initially strictly positive definite, we can
find a nonnegative function f W U ! R with the properties that f > 0 in U, f D 0

on @U, and T .0/�fg.0/ is weakly positive definite on U. Now let F W U � Œ0; Nt �!R

be a solution of the linear heat equation with respect to the evolving metric g.t/ with
initial condition F. � ; 0/D f and Dirichlet boundary condition F D 0 on @U � Œ0; Nt �.
By the maximum principle, F > 0 in U � Œ0; Nt �. Then .Dt ��/.Fg/ D 0. For ease
of notation, let .R�T /ik DRijklT

jl . Since we assume .M;g.t// has nonnegative
sectional curvature and T is weakly positive definite, we have R �T � 0. Now we
compute

.Dt ��/T D�2�e�2�tƒ.Ric� �g/C 2�e�2�tƒRicC 2e�2�tR�T

D 2�2e�2�tƒgC 2e�2�tR�T � 0:

Thus, by the maximum principle for tensors, T �Fg is weakly positive definite in
U � Œ0; Nt �. Since F. Nx; Nt/ > 0, this implies T is strictly positive definite at . Nx; Nt/,
contradicting the fact that Tijvivj D 0.
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Appendix C Interior estimates for linear parabolic equations

In this section, for the convenience of the reader we state some results from linear
parabolic equations used in the proof of the main theorem. Unless otherwise noted,
in this section C always denotes a universal constant, which may depend upon the
dimension.

In our analysis of the parabolic Lichnerowicz equation, we used the representation
formula for a solution of the one-dimensional heat equation on Œ�L;L� with Dirichlet
boundary conditions. By the method of reflection, one can compute that, for t � 0, the
fundamental solution for the one-dimensional heat equation on Œ�L;L� with Dirichlet
boundary conditions is given by

S.z; t Iw/ WD
1
p

4� t

�X
k2Z

exp
�
�
jz�wC 4kLj2

4t

�
�

X
k2Z

exp
�
�
jzCwC 4kL� 2Lj2

4t

��
:

Thus, if u is a solution of the one-dimensional heat equation for z 2 Œ�L;L� and
t 2 Œ�L; 0�, then

u.z; t/D

Z L

�L

S.z; t CLIw/u.w;�L/ dw

C

Z t

�L

@S

@w
.z; t � sIL/u.L; s/�

@S

@w
.z; t � sI �L/u.�L; s/ ds:

Suppose now that .z; t/ 2 Œ�4000; 4000�� Œ�4000; 0� and L is large positive constant.
From our expression for S, we can readily obtain estimatesZ L

�L

jS.z; t CLIw/j dw � C;
ˇ̌̌
@S

@w
.z; t � sI˙L/

ˇ̌̌
� CL.t � s/�3=2e�L2=100.t�s/:

Combining these estimates with the representation formula gives us the following
method of estimating a solution by its boundary and initial data:

Proposition C.1 Suppose u is a solution of the one-dimensional heat equation in
Œ�L;L��Œ�L; 0�. If L is a large positive constant and .z; t/2 Œ�4000; 4000��Œ�4000; 0�

then

ju.z; t/j � C sup
z2Œ�L;L�

ju.z;�L/j

CCL

Z t

�L

e�L2=100.t�s/.t � s/�3=2
�
ju.�L; s/jC ju.L; s/j

�
ds:
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In the course of this paper, we have used standard interior estimates for tensors satisfying
linear parabolic equations coupled to the Ricci flow. In particular, we often required
an estimate that only uses an C 0 bound for the inhomogeneous term F. This estimate
is not an immediate consequence of standard interior parabolic Schauder estimates,
which bound the solution by the C ˛–norm of the inhomogeneous term, but we can
deduce it using Duhamel’s principle. For the convenience of the reader, we sketch
the proof of a result here that is sufficient for our applications. In particular, the
following result applies to vector fields that satisfy @

@t
V D �V C Ric.V /C F and

.0; 2/–tensors that satisfy @
@t

h D �L;g.t/hC F, as we encountered in the proofs of
our results. For notational convenience, let P .x0; t0; r/ WD Bg.t0/.x0; r/� Œt0� r2; t0�

denote the parabolic cylinder of radius r centered at .x0; t0/. The result is modeled on
Shi’s local interior estimates for the curvature tensor.

Proposition C.2 Let U be an open neighborhood of a point x0 in an n–dimensional
manifold M. Let r > 0. Suppose that g.t/ is a family of Riemannian metrics on U

evolving by Ricci flow for t0 � r2 � t � t0 and suppose that the closed metric ball
Bg.t0/.x0; r/ is a compact subset of U. Let RDRg.t/ denote the Riemann curvature
tensor of g.t/. Let H and F be smooth time-dependent tensor fields defined on
P .x0; t0; r/. Suppose that jRj � r�2 and

@

@t
H D�H CR�H CF

both hold on P .x0; t0; r/, where R�H represents a bilinear expression in the curva-
ture tensor and H. Then there exist a positive constant C, depending only upon the
dimension n and the specific bilinear expression R�H, such that

jDH j.x0; t0/� C r�1 sup
P.x0;t0;r/

jH jCC r sup
P.x0;t0;r/

jF j:

Proof Throughout the course of the proof, C denotes a constant which may change
from line to line but only depends upon the dimension. Without loss of generality, we
may assume t0 D r2. After replacing r by 2r , Shi’s interior derivative estimates gives
us the bound

sup
P.x0;r2;r/

jDRj � C r�3:

By passing to a local cover and pulling back the local solution of the Ricci flow, we
may assume the exponential map at x0 at time r2 is injective on the ball of radius r . As
in Section 13 of [23], we can construct a suitable, smooth, time-independent function
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of the radius, ', which is compactly supported in Bg.r2/.x0; r/ and has the properties
'.x0/D 1,

0� ' � C; jD'jg.r2/ � C r�1; jD2'jg.r2/ � C r�2:

Since ˇ̌̌
@

@t
jD'j2

ˇ̌̌
� 2jRicjjD'j2 � C r�2

jD'j2;

integrating over t 2 Œ0; r2�, we conclude jD'j � C r�1 in P .x0; r
2; r/. Similarly,

jD2'j � C r�2 holds in P .x0; r
2; r/. Let

ƒ WD sup
P.x0;t0;r/

jH j

We consider the homogeneous and inhomogeneous cases separately.

Step 1 Suppose that F � 0. From the evolution equation for H, we obtain

@

@t
DH D�DH CDR�H CR�DH:

We also have
@

@t
jH j2 ��jH j2� 2jDH j2CC jRjjH j2 ��jH j2� 2jDH j2CC r�2ƒ2:

Similarly,

@

@t
jDH j2 ��jDH j2� 2jD2H j2CC jDRjjH jjDH jCC jRjjDH j2

��jDH j2� 2jD2H j2CC r�4ƒ2
CC r�2

jDH j2:

This implies

@

@t
.'2
jDH j2/��.'2

jDH j2/CC'jD'jjDH jjD2H jCC'jD2'jjDH j2

CC jD'j2jDH j2� 2'2
jD2H j2CC'2r�4ƒ2

CC'2r�2
jDH j2:

By Young’s inequality, we can bound

2'jD'jjDH jjD2H j � "'2
jD2H j2C "�1

jD'j2jDH j2;

where " > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily. Putting this together with the estimates for '
and its derivatives, we obtain

@

@t
.'2
jDH j2/��.'2

jDH j2/CC r�4ƒ2
CC r�2

jDH j2:

Now, in a similar fashion to [8], we consider the function

G D t'2
jDH j2CBjH j2
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for a large positive constant B to be determined in a moment. We compute

@

@t
G ��GC .'2

CC tr�2
� 2B/jDH j2CC r�2.t r�2

CB/ƒ2:

Since t � r2, if we take B suitably large depending upon the constant C and the
estimate for ', we conclude that

@

@t
G ��GCC r�2ƒ2:

It follows from the maximum principle that G � Cƒ2 on P .x0; r
2; r/, and this gives

jDH j.x0; r
2/� C r�1ƒ:

Step 2 If F 6� 0, then we use Duhamel’s principle together with the interior estimates
derived in the homogeneous case. To fix the particular bilinear expression R�H, let
us write LH in place of �H CR�H.

Let zU �M be a smooth domain such that Bg.r2/

�
x0;

1
2
r
�
� zU � Bg.r2/.x0; r/. For

each s 2 Œ0; r2/, let zH .s/ be the solution to the problem8̂<̂
:
@
@t
zH .s/.x; t/DL zH .s/.x; t/; .x; t/ 2 U � Œs; r2�;

zH .s/.x; s/D F.x; s/; x 2 U;

zH .s/.x; s/D 0; x 2 @U � Œs; r2�:

Since
@

@t
j zH .s/

j
2
��j zH .s/

j
2
CC r�2

j zH .s/
j
2

and s � t � r2, by the maximum principle we obtain

sup
U�Œs;r2�

j zH .s/
j � C sup

P.x0;r2;r/

jF j:

For .x; t/ 2 U � Œ0; r2�, define

zH .x; t/D

Z t

0

zH .s/.x; t/ ds:

Then @
@t
zH .x; t/D F.x; t/C

R t
0
@
@t
zH .s/.x; t/ ds and consequently

@

@t
zH DL zH CF

in zU � Œ0; r2�. Observe that zH vanishes on the parabolic boundary of zU � Œ0; r2�.

Let yH .x; t/DH.x; t/� zH .x; t/. It follows that yH solves @
@t
yH DL yH in U � Œ0; r2�.

Moreover,
sup

U�Œ0;r2�

j yH j � sup
P.x0;r2;r/

jH jCC r2 sup
P.x0;r2;r/

jF j:
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Applying the interior estimate of Step 1 to zH .s/, we get, for t 2 .s; r2/,

jD zH .s/
j.x0; t/� C.t � s/�1=2 sup

U�Œs;r2�

j zH .s/
j � C.t � s/�1=2 sup

P.x0;r2;r/

jF j:

Integrating over 0� s � r2, we get

jD zH j.x0; r
2/� C r sup

P.x0;r2;r/

jF j:

Applying the interior estimate to yH, we obtain

jD yH j.x0; r
2/� C r�1 sup

U�Œ0;r2�

j yH j � C r�1 sup
P.x0;r2;r/

jH jCC r sup
P.x0;r2;r/

jF j:

Combining the estimates for jD zH j.x0; r
2/ and jD yH j.x0; r

2/ completes the proof of
the proposition.

The proof of the following corollary is similar:

Corollary C.3 Under the assumptions of Proposition C.2, for every positive integer
k � 2, there exists a constant Ck , depending only upon the dimension and the specific
bilinear expression R�H, such that

jDkH j.x0; t0/� Ckr�k sup
P.x0;t0;r/

jH jCCk

k�1X
lD0

r l�kC2 sup
P.x0;t0;r/

jDlF j:
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